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Administrators explain merit pay rates
By Alan White
Editor
Interviews with vice presidents
and college deans reveal merit pay
increases varied with the
administrator in charge of the
evaluation.
Vice presidents are responsible for
awarding merit pay to those, deans
and administrators directly beneath
them.
College deans, in turn, are

This is the last part of a series
which has examined how merit
increases were given at the
university.
required to evaluate their
department chairmen.
"You base it on performance
during the previous year's job
performance," said Charles
Baldwin, vice president for Business

Affairs.
Baldwin handles merit increases
of directors within Internal
Auditing, Billings and Collections,
Purchasing. Accounting. Personnel,
Bookstore and Food Services.
"It was a matter of evaluation on
performance.
My
personal
evaluation of their performance,"
said John Rowlett, vice president
for Academic Affairs and Research.
Rowlett determines the college

deans' salaries.
"The directors all received 3
percent," said Donald Feltner, vice
president for University Relations
and Development. Feltner oversees
the work of: Jack Gibson, director
of Development: Dr. Ron Wolfe,
director of Alumni Affairs, and Ron
Harrell. director of Public
Information.
"We have a very effective
evaluation developed 10 years ago."

said Thomas M vers, vice president Fred Gibbs. director of Health
Services; Dr. George Nordgulen,
for Student Affairs.
Myers said objectives in eight or university chaplain and a professor
10 areas are discussed and that each of philosophy and religion; Dr.
individual's progress during the Calvin Tolar, director of the
vpar is monitored.
Counseling Center, and Herb
Myers is responsible for the Vescio, director of Student
salaries of: Dr. James Allen, dean of Financial Assistance.
Student Development Jeannette
Dr. William Sexton, vice
Crockett, dean of Student Life: Dr. president for Administrative
Skip Daugherty, director of Student Affairs, oversees the Physical Plant.
Activities and Responsibilities: Dr. (See ADMINISTRATORS, Page 4)

Co-ed proposal
passes regents
By Alan White
Editor
The Board of Regenta passed the
proposal for co-ed housing
Saturday, but delayed a decision on
the appliance issue until further
investigation by the Residence Hall
Association
The regents passed the co-ed
housing proposal with little
discussion.
The proposal asked that Martin
Hall be assigned a wuur, for men and
a wing for women, beginning in the
fall of 1986.
Undergraduate applications for
Martin Hall must meet three
criteria.
Students must be of at least
sophomore status, cannot be on
undated suspension at time of
application or at any time during
occupancy, and preference will be
given to those with 2.0 grade point

averages and above.
"I'm real glad it went through,"
said Melissa King, president of
RHA. RHA was responsible for
bringing the proposal to the
regents' attention.
All of the regents however,
expressed concern over the safety of
the appliances and the increased
liability the university could face.
The regents asked the RHA.
which proposed the ides to further
check the university's insurance
policy and safety considerations.
"I think the bottom line is the fire
marshal's office in Frankfort should
be the final authority," said Regent
Tom Harper.
The proposal aaked that coffee
pots, microwave ovens hot air
popcorn poppers and slow cookers
be legalized for dorm room use.
Robert Warren said he thought it
"appropriate to delay consideration

until next meeting."
President H. Hanly Funderburk
has set Jan. 18 and Jan. 25 as
possible meeting times.
"I just feel like we need to be most
cautious," Warren said.
King told the regents she thought
these concerns were addressed in
the proposal.
King also said RHA met with
Larry
Westbrook,
safety
coordinator for the university.
"We took a lot of these
considerations in. We talked with
Westbrook We do have a letter of
support," King said.
More discussion on the safety of
the appliances continued when
student Pam Hunt said she was
concerned with the increased levels
of microwaves and the effect they
might have on individuals with
pacemakers.
(See CO-ED, Back Page)

2 co-eds assaulted
By Amy Wolf ford

Kitten CUddlBS
Progress photo/James Havey
Happiness is a new kitten and Kelly Hames, a general business major from Park Hills, gives L.B.
some extra attention recently in the Ravine.

Brockton single housing
prohibits male residency
By Scott Mandl
Staff writs
Of the 180 spaces currently
classified as single-student housing
in Brockton, all are designated for
females, according to David
Tedrow, director of Housing.
These spaces are located in 60
units which were converted from
family housing status in the spring
of 1981, said Tedrow.
Each of the units is a selfcontained efficiency apartment
which contains a bathroom,
dressing room and a combination
kitchen-bodroom-living area. The
rooms are roughly one and one-half
times the size of the average
university residence hall room.
The rent for these units is $413
per semester, the same coat as room
in residence halls.
Women are initially tripled in each
apartment but if the third resident
moves out, no effort ie made to
replace them with another student,
according to Tedrow.
Tedrow, who came to the
university this summer, said he did
not know why men were presently
excluded from single housing in

"It seems there were 300 women
tripled at the time and we were not
even able to untriple by the end of
the semester. There were just an
awful lot more women living on
campus than men," she said.
Crockett said her office would
address the situation in the spring
if no proposal came from the
Residence Hall Association by the
end of the semester.
The
conversion
involved
removing the couch/bed unit from
each apartment and replacing it
with three beds. Another dresser
was also added, said Crockett.
Unlike the residence halls, the
single-student housing is available
only to women at least 21 years of
age or older.
According to Crockett, there is no
resident assistant for the area,
although there is a student liaison
who is responsible far reporting
maintenance needs. The liaison also
supplies residents with light bulbs.
Another difference is the lack of
sign-in procedures for guests,
according to Crockett. She said the
open house regulations for single
housing Brockton were "self-

Dean of Student Life Jeanette
Crockett said the decision was made
to convert the units because the
occupancy rate by families had
steadily declined while there was a
great number of women being
tripled at the time.
"1980 was the highest census that
we've had in a long, long time," said
Crockett, who has worked at the
university since 1966.

"That simply means that no one
is going to knock on their door at
12:06 to see if their guest is gone,"
said Crockett
While the sanctions for open
house violations would be the same
in single housing at Brockton as in
the residence halls, Crockett said no
attempt was made by university
staff members to monitor open
house compliance in Brockton.
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"There is no instance in which a
guy has been written up in Brockton
when no other violation was
involved," said Crockett.
Crockett said the only times a
male has been caught in violation of
open house hours in Brockton was
when another violation, such as
noise, prompted a response by
public safety.
"It would have to be reported by
another source," like a student, she
said.
"I'd rather think it wasn't
happening," said Crockett. "I think
the women in Brockton are mature
students."
Crockett said the open house
hours are about the same in
Brockton's single housing as in
residence halls.
The open house hours for
Brockton, as listed in the Brockton
Single Housing Handbook, are 10
a.m. to 12 midnight Sunday through
Thursday and 8 a.m. to 2 a.m. for
Friday and Saturday.
Residence Hall Association
President Melissa Kaig said she
became aware of the situation last
—
'
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men's hall councils after being
elected RHA president.
"Various men's residence hall
council members showed some
concern about being excluded from
single housing Brockton," said
King.
"Some men .. . felt that it
wasn't fair, so when I talked with
them, I told them we'd check into
it," she said
(See MEN. Back Page)

Newa editor
In two separate incidents, black
males have allegedly assaulted two
female students at night on campus.
The incidents took place on Nov.
10 near the Campus Bookstore and
on Oct. 27 in a Sullivan Hall room.
Charges of menacing have been
placed against two men whose
identities have not been determined.
Sgt. J. Gibson of the Division of
Public Safety said The Kentucky
Criminal Law Manual of 1985 states
"a person is guilty of menacing
when he intentionally places
another person in a reasonable
apprehension of imminent physical
injury.
"Menacing is to intentionally
cause another to have a reasonable
fear of imminent physical injury."
he said.
Neither report stated the females
had been subjected to sexual
contact.
The latest report of menacing
occurred about 8 p.m. Sunday when
a female, whose name was not
released, reported a black male
"grabbed" her arm and walked her
toward the Powell Center, according
to the report filed by Gibson.
The man asked her "if she ever
had sex with a black man before.
She replied that she had not and did
not wiah to," states the report.
At that time, the male threw her
to the ground. The female was able

SandVvich play

to get away and call public safety.
According to the report, no
evidence was found at the scene and
the female victim was supplied with
rape support service information.
Another incident occurred Oct. 27
when an unidentified male broke
into a Sullivan Hall room and
attacked a resident, according to a
Division of Public Safety case
report.
The suspect is being sought in
connection with burglary, disorderly
conduct and menacing.
The report, filed by Officer Greg
Lemmons, states a female student,
whose name was not released, was
asleep at 2 a.m. when she was
awakened by the sound of rustled
blinds when a male climbed through
the window.
The suspect then "climbed on the
bed, straddling her with his legs and
putting his hand over her mouth
and telling her to 'Be quiet.'

\Hriscope

They work behind the scenes
to keep things running
smoothly. See Terri Martin's
story, on university custodians
on Page 5.

according to the report.
The female waa able to get away
and run toward the telephone. The
male then pulled the phone from the
wall.
The female left her room and ran
screaming to the hall director's
apartment, and knocked without
response. She then ran upstairs to
the night hostess and reported the
incident.
An immediate search of the area
proved
negative and
the
investigation is continuing.
Sgt. Jerry Sowders of the
Division of Public Safety said it is
possible for the same male to have
instigated both alleged menacings.
but there was no evidence of that at
this time.
Menacing is a Class B
misdemeanor and is punishable by
up to 90 days imprisonment, a fine
of up to S250. or both
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Footbalf bfficial Al Kelley got caught in the middle of things Saturday when John Klmgel, left, and
Sean McGuire tried to tackle Tennessee Tech fullback Eddie Hayward.
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Faculty pay:
splitting atom
very similar
Merit pay. A contradiction in
terms?
Faculty across campus have
expressed dismay at the
awarding of merit pay by college
deans and chairmen.
A four-week look into merit
pay has uncovered some
misunderstandings on the part
of the faculty.
Part of the blame could be
thrown all the way back to the
1984 legislature. In 1984, the
Kentucky General Assembly
passed legislation that put a 5
percent capon the faculty salary
pool for the biennium
That 5 percent was broken
down into a 2 percent cap for
1984-1985 and a 3 percent cap
for 1985-1986.
Faculty and the public alike
interpreted this move by the
legislature as a 3 percent acrossthe-board raise.
And, granted, a 3 percent
raise was possible for every
administrator and faculty
member.
Some universities chose to
give 3 percent across the board.
But the confusion lies in the 3
percent cap itself. The cap was
placed on the funding pool - not
individual salaries.
Showing a typical lack of
intestinal fortitude in dealing
with higher education face-toface, the legislature left
appropriation of the 3 percent
tund
up
to
individual
universities.
This meant each university
was given the option of dividing
up the 3 percent to its liking.
President Funderburk chose
to divide the 3 percent into 1.5
percent across-the-board and 1.5
percent merit pay.
That move alone has sparked
some controversy. Some faculty
have asked how it is possible to
divide such a small increase in
salaries. The full 3 percent
barely scratches the cost ofliving surface.
Another topic of conversation
is the fact that administrators
generally received their full 3
pecent increases. But what is
wrong with that? Everyone is
entitled to a full 3 percent. No
one is left short unless the

increase goes above 3 percent.
There is both good and bad in
merit pay. There is both good
and bad in across-the-board
■raises.
■!■■■
But we feel the bottom line
lies in the small amount of
increase available.
Across-the-board works for
faculty and administrators who
meet
the
minimum
requirements. It does not work
for those who try to offer service
above and beyond the call of
duty.
Merit pay works for those
who put forth that extra effort.
It does not work for the faculty
member or administrator who
feels he is being treated unfairly
in the evaluation for merit pay.
Again, the 3 percent wasn't
much to work with in the first
place.
Who's to blame? The
legislature? Maybe.
But keep in mind that when
the legislature decides how
much money will go to
university salaries, there are
other things they keep in mind
when throwing money around:
• What good is a faculty
member to a coal miner in
Eastern Kentucky?
• What good is a faculty
member to parents whose
children will never attend
college?
• What good is a faculty
member to a state with nearly
50 percent of its adult
population surviving without a
high school diploma?
A poll should be taken among
Kentuckians: Should the state
legislature increase college
faculty salaries or welfare
benefits this year?
Just how is it possible to sell
the importance of higher
education to the state of
Kentucky - to the people who
ultimately pay for an increase in
faculty salaries?
So how does all this play into
merit pay and faculty salaries?
Merit or across-the-board does it matter with only 3
percent?
With only 3 percent to
increase across the board or by
merit, it's a classic case of a rock
and a hard place.

ard should
be prepared
This past Saturday, the
Residence Hall Association
went l-for-2 in the proposal box.
A 2-for-2 seemed a reality
when the co-ed housing proposal
safely slid into home.
But discussion on safety and
liability, and a pinch hitter for
pacemakers, put the appliance
issue back in the hands of RHA
to research more carefully.
The Board of Regents felt the
issue had not been looked into at
all angles.
The board felt the danger that
microwaves pose to individuals
and the increased exposure to
many microwaves were vsliH
points
In reality, someone forgot to
do his or her homework.
We feel the same. But we
think it's the Board of Regents
who need to do study a little
harder for the next Board of
Regents meeting.
Throughout the discussion of
co-ed living and legal appliances,

the regents asked questions and
made remarks that only
individuals unfamiliar with the
university could have made.
In other words, the regents
need to be more aware of current
university policy.
The Progress surveyed the
board before the meeting
Saturday.
Incredibly, as late as a week
before the meeting, many of the
regents were unaware of the
appliance issue.
One regent even thought the
cc^ed housing plan would use a
floor-by-floor arranging plan.
The regents told the RHA
tiieameia u> uike another look at
some of the items discussed
during the meeting, such as
insurance and safety.
But a slap on the wrist should
go to the regents as well.
The time to learn about
current university policy is not
in the middle of the decisionmaking process set aside for
changing university policy.

Journalist blasts into space
It's about that time of the century
again.
Although most of us were
anticipating the arrival with a little
less enthusiasm than those in
Bloom County, a handful of
inquisitive
students
were
commissioned to embark on a
journey In Search Of Halley's
Comet.
Ralph was a pre-med major from
Columbia University who dabbled
in astronomy and Constantino was
a biological scientist grad student
from MIT. Combined with the two
Soviet cosmonauts II van and Igor),
and myself aa the only journalist, we
made an interesting entourage of
interstellar travelers.
Oh, I almost forgot. Linda Lou.
An enticing young blonde from the
mountains of Tennessee How could
I forget Linda Lou?
I'm not quite sure why they
picked her to accompany us on our
journey. But don't get me wrong,
I'm not complaining.
It might have been to influence
the reports I sent back to earth
every day via my galactic,

Rimintive
ramblings

Jay Carey
interplanetary electronic keyboard.
But I doubt it. I don't even think
she could read.
I didn't even notice her at first, so
she must have stowed away.
Otherwise, I'm sure I would not
have let her presence slip by
undetected.
It all started out in an innocent
manner -- an American-Soviet
backed project to study this
enormous mixture of rock and
gases.
The infamous comet was once
again returning to our portion of the
galaxy, and we were commissioned
to follow it for two years instructed to make note of any and

all changes in its appearance.
It was a touching scene when we
departed Andropowille (formerly
Leningrad and Stalingrad). The
Russians were even kind enough to
let me take my Grateful Dead tapes
and a stereo to help pass the tir.ie.
"I'll only be gone for a few years,"
I thought. "It won't be that bad."
But before the countdown ever
began, Ralph and Constantine were
arguing over which of their schools
had the beat law program.
Ivan and Igor were extremely
busy prior to, and immediately
following, blast-off. But when we
started our orbit (waiting for the
comet to reach its point nearest
earth), they retired to a room they
shared in the back of ship.
I always wondered about those
two. The way they always went to
bed and woke up at the same time.
And that one time when I went
into their room to borrow a cup of
sugar. Well, I'd better not go into
that.
Ralph and Constantine continued
their lover's quarrel the entire trip.
And I don't mind telling you that
it really got on my nerves.

It was a magnificent sight when
the comet passed us by and we
began the chase.
That's when the computers began
to whirl and beep. And Ralph and
Constantine had to shut up long
enough to get their work done.
We were so busy, one day blended
into the next.
One afternoon, when I was busy
writing a story on the latest,
incredible data we discovered, I
finally saw Linda Lou.
She was a vision of beauty, her
body enveloped in a flowing, white
crepe gown.
Her eyes sparkled as bright as
Polaris.
Her breasts ... SLAP! Thanks, I
needed that
The journey wasn't nearly aa long
as I expected.
When we returned to earth, we
were greeted with a heroes'
welcome.
I'm sure the next time Halley's
Comet comes around our neck of the
galaxy, those of us still around will
have fond memories of 76 years
past.

Burn out can be extinguished
It starts off with a general loss of
interest in school. Then you may
start to wonder why you are at
school.
Burn out. It is a common illness
that may strike any person at the
university at this time of year.
You can tell when a friend is
suffering from burn out because of
the way they always seem to be
tired and uninterested They will
lose concentration on any subject
and they seem to be bored with
everything. They may want to go
home every weekend or they may
have a preoccupation with going
downtown. In the afternoons, all
they may want to do is ait in the
lobby and absentmindedly watch
MTV.
What causes burn out? It is a
large group of problems that may
come to the surface all at the same

John Whitlock it a junior
majoring in journalism and a staff
writer for the Progress.
time. Problems with schoolwork. the
pressure of mid-term and good
grades are no doubt the main
reasons for burn out.
Other elements of burn out are
problems with finding someone to
spend time with and an underlying
immaturity. The immaturity may
not be expressed in any other
fashion, but people who are burned
out on school may want to run home
and feel the warmth and security of
their parents.
Burn out is the downfall of many
students. I talked to a friend of
mine, who has been at the university
for nearly five years and has only a
junior classification. He said that
getting burn out was one of the

To report a news or story
idea:

In other words
To the editor:

Second draft
Thanks are in order to the
University for discontinuing draft
registration compliance paperwork
in
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processing. This should save me
about an hour every year from
listing
my
objections
of
discrimination against youth, men
and pacifists, to this Orwellian
program.
So what's the big deal? The
University still has everybody's
name and number, and would be
glad to turn them all over to our
jittery Big Brother generation of
rulers, who seem to feel that the

reasons that he had failed so many
classes.
"I always have money problems
and I couldn't get any sort of
financial aid This really got me
down on school. Another thing was
that I found out that my major was
not going to be able to pay me the
kind of money that I thought I was
going to make when I got out of
school.
That
was
pretty
discouraging by itself," my friend
told me.
Fighting burn out is something
that you have to do on your own.
There is no way 1 could give you a
step-by-step, guaranteed plan that

1960s were so tumultuous that
nobody born after 1960 can be
trusted to be responsible for pulling
their own weight in regards to
national defense (or can be trusted
at all, without a means of
monitoring them). Our volunteer
services have shown the lack of need
for this policy.
This is not surprising from a
government which seldom promotes
individual responsiblity, much less
individual liberty. WARNING:
Conscription is slavery!
The Declaration of Independence
is Null and Void! Response is
welcome at P.O. Box 578. 40475.
Mark Galley
Student, for Individual Liberty
(See LETTERS, Page Three)
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would stop you from getting burned
out or help} o\i get over it.
Don't go running home every
weekend. You solve nothing by
going home every chance you get.
Going home perhaps once a month
is good.
Don't go downtown or get drunk
every night Again, this is fun,
relaxing and maybe beneficial, but
too much will be harmful to you and
your (rradee.
To all people who are burned out,
one suggestion I have is to set
yourself down and get aggressive
about your problem. Don't let your
problem get the best of you.
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In other words
(Continued from Page Two)

More money
Over the last several months, the
issue of public education in
Kentucky has been the focus of a
great deal of attention. Important
steps have been made in addressing
the needs of primary and secondary
education, and in Higher Education,
progress has also been made.
Ongoing dialogue between the
Council on Higher Education and
the institution's administrative,
faculty, and student representatives
has resulted in the foundations of a
long term Strategic Plan for . ligher
Education in Kentucky.
However, as the unified, elected
voice of the students of Kentucky
Higher Education, we feel that the
most significant problem facing our
systems of Higher Education today
has failed to receive the attention
and sense of urgency it deserves.
That problem is the level of
funding of Higher Education by the
State Legislature. Only through
adequate funding can any plan ever
hope for success.
As students of Kentucky's
Universities and Community
Colleges, we have seen first hand the
devastating effects of inadequate
funding. We have seen qualified and
dedicated faculty members,
frustrated by salary increases of
only 2 and 3 percent, while the
national average has been above 6
percent, feel obligated to leave
Kentucky and seek positions in
other systems or in industry where
they will be more equitably
compensated.
We have seen promising scholars
just entering the teaching field
refuse
job
ofers in
the
Commonwealth because our salary
levels could not compete with other

institutions. We have seen excellent
programs threatened with the loss
of their accreditation because of the
inadequate facilities to house them.
We have seen existing facilities slip
even further into a state of disrepair
because the monies for preventive
and deferred maintenance were
simply not there.
At
present,
Kentucky
Institutions of Higher Learning are
funded below the average of
comparable institutions in our
region. I n order for our system to be
competitive, with respect to
retaining and attracting qualified
faculty, encouraging Kentucky
students to remain in Kentucky to
further their education, ana in
general
to
provide
the
Commonwealth with the level of
excellence in Higher Education
which is expected and deserved, the
level of funding for Higher
Education must be raised at least to
the average level, that is full
funding of the CHE formula
generated levels.
The support for Kentucky's
Higher Education must be broad
based and wide spread if we are to
reach the levels of excellence
essential for the future of Kentucky,
and the first step toward this
excellence is an adequate level of
funding.
Ken Kearns
Editor's note: This letter was also
signed by 10 other Student
Government Presidents and
Student Regents of Kentucky
Higher Education.

again? The more I look the less I
see.
It is okay to wear pumps in the
snow, toes freeze but last years
fashions live on. It is not okay to
regard life outside of Richmond as
anathema, as something to be
avoided at all costs.
Please understand my motives
when I say that there is more than
Thursday night downtown and
weekends home to see Mom. While
your eyes stay vacant your minds
remain easily controlled.
The administration is well aware
of this, and will try at all cost to
keep you quiet, keep you from
waves.
Responsible wave making is okay.
Apartheid is not okay. Nerve gas

incinerators are not okay. Terrorism
is not okay. U.S. Goverment backed
insurgency in other countries is not
okay. Iliteracy is not okay. Nuclear
war is not okay. Finish it
yourselves.
I implore the students of the
university to take a minute out of
their busy social schedules and
think about what's happening.
Certainly do not ignore the good for
the bad, but seriously consider this
world and your place in it. If you see
something you don't like - speak
out.
Do not let Eastern Kentucky lull
another
individual
into
irresponsible, apathetic ignorance.
Markua B. Nlebanck

Guidelines for letters to the editor
Letters should be typed and
double-spaced. They should also
be no longer than 250 words
(about one and one half pages).
The Eastern Progress also gives
readers an opportunity to express
more detailed opinions in a column called "Your turn."
These columns should be in the
form of an editorial. Those
interested in writing a "Your
turn" should contact the
newspaper before submitting an
article
Mail or bring letters to The
Eastern Progress, 117 Donovan
Annex, Eastern Kentucky
University. 40475. It is located
behind Model School.
The deadline for submitting a
letter for a specific issue is noon
on Monday prior to Thursday's
publication.
Letters will be used in
accordance with available space.

Speak out
Is Eastern Kentucky University
really the realm of the collective
unconscious? Or have I been duoed

The
Eastern
Progress
encourages its readers to write a
letter to the editor on any topic.
Letters
submitted
for
publication should be addresed to
the newspaper and must contain
the author's address and
telephone number.
Letters must include the
author's signature. Carbon copies,
photocopies and letters with
illegible signatures will not be
accepted.
Unsigned letters will not be
accepted.
The Eastern Progress routinely
condenses
letters .before
publication: however, grammar
and punctuation will not be
corrected.
The Eastern Progress uses its
own judgment to determine if a
letter is libelous or in poor taste,
and reserves the right to reject
any letter.
I
COUPON VALI
I 10 A.M. - 2 P.M. ONLY 1

Classified
A.A. Pregnancy Help Center.
Free pregnancy testa. 1309 S.
Limestone, Lexington. 278-8469. i
Mr******************
$10-$360 Weekly/Up Mailing
Circular*! No quotas! Sincerely
interested rush self-addressed
envelope: Success, P.O. Box
470CEG. Woodstock, IL 60098.
McDonald's student Gimme A
Break card November offer. Big
Mac - Nov. 1 - Nov. 30. Valid only with GAB card. Ask for yours
today.
**M************ir)r*«
Skydiving Instructions - Train
and jump same day. 10:00 a.m.
Sat. and Sun. Lackey's Airport.
6 miles South of Richmond off
US 25. 986-8666.
********************
Police and Security positions
are open now, nationwide...entry
level and above. Current openings detailed for $6.00. Protective Services Information
Center, P.O. Box 1562, Decatur,
IL 62525.
a-*******************
WANTED: One person per day.
Nov. 18-22 to seek a PRSSA
member on campus who is wearing an upside down Levi's Cords
button, answer a Levi's trivia
question, and win a free pair of
Levi's Cords.

SWIMSUITS

$5.00 EACH!

COMPACT DISCS available at
RECORDSMITH. Popular
$13.99. Tekvc Classicals $15.99.
********************
Professional Typing at $1. per
page. Call Tammy 622-2539.

Travel Field Opportunity. Gain
valuable marketing experience
while earning money. Campus
representative needed immediately for spring break trip
to Florida. Call BiU Ryan at
1-800-282-6221.

********************
FOR SALE: 1983 Honda
Prelude sport* coupe. New body
•tyU. .Excellent condition. One
owner. 5 speed, loaded. Blue
w/blue cloth interior. Low
mileage. $9,875. 623-7559 leave
message.

********************

********************
CASH • We Buy or Loan Money
on silver, gold, diamonds, Tv's,
guns, electric typewriters,
binoculars, power tools, video
recorders, guitars, banjos,
micro-waves, class rings, etc.
JOHNSON DIAMOND EXCHANGE. 717 Big Hill Ave.
Richmond, 606-623-4535. (All
loans handled in a dignified and
strictly confidential manner)

■

COUPON VALID
6 P.M. 9 P.M. ONLY

I

REEBOK. NIKE. DEXTER. OTHERS...

!

ANY PAIR IN STOCK!
MINIMUM f 10 PURCHASE.
LIMIT ONE-EXPIRES 11 304*5

MAXELL VIDEO
CASSETTES

STUDIO E7

L-750 Beta or
T-120VHS.

SHOES
$5.00 OFF!

THE COLLEGE SHOP"

WOLFF* SYSTEM
TANNING BEDS
Reg. 6 96

Limit 4

3 pieces of golden brown chicken mixed
your choice cf 2 individual servings of
our delicious country vegetables and salads
and 1 homemade buttermilk biscuit
LIMIT ONE EXPIRES 11 21-85

Not valiO with any other offer or discount

J*.

0

WOLFF"

THREE PIECE CHICKEN DINNER
%]>*£.# 3 Limit 4
3 pieces of golden brown chicken, mixed
your choice of 2 individual servings of
our delicious country vegetables and salads
and 1 homemade buttermilk biscuit
Not valid with any other offer or discount

COUPON

COUPON

m

SYSTEM

"BEST DEAL ANYWHERE"

KEEBLI 2R
CRUNC H
by one b ag
at $1.3 9
get another free!

15 Visits for $27.00
TANNING SESSIONS MUST
BE USED BY 12-2046.
LIMIT ONE COUPON

SD4-T777

*

SUPERx PHOTO COUPON

i
\i
*

»

i
%

*%ry

SP

**

ROR1ST

125 South Ohiri Street

CALL

.if*
AMWCAMOfKH

*******************

COUPON

PEPSI 2 LITER
$1.09

STUDIO B7

We have a variety of ]
arrangements, styles and
prices.

623-0040

. LIMITONEEXPIRES 11-21-86

jvnch
lists

824-2727

Call:
COUPON

CL-110VR200,
24 exposures.

I

THE CHOICE IS YOURS
SINGLE or DOUBLE tltlNTS

£p 069 24

36
EXP W
OISC sC
EXP W
SECOND SET
SECOND SET
SECOND SET
1.99 e«tra
99* extra
1.49 extra
Regular alia prlnta from one ro* or due of color print film at time
if proceaaing Limit one roll or disc par coupon, one coupon par order
Compatible C41 proceaa fern only Encloae coupon with order
Good thru November 26. .11

^ Ar>-.

T::C ZRSSS
AWARD CUTLASS

SWEEPSTAKES

Win an 1986 OWsmobile Cutlass. Details on Grand Award Calendar
display in store. Coma in and purchase your 1986 Engagement
Calendars for only $5.00. No purchase necessary to enter sweepstakes.
MMCHfCK *■
LAYAWAY NOW
»ma>i mejllil
Shop early end layawav gate
awefeaes ■>*■<
i. o> • fKneriaca. «rt*h at •
at no extra charge. 10% down
rHBMlMl ••■MiaMianill
wil hold your girt a until
Ml Be— Mrtiaid Onryonavanaof
Saturday, December 21. 1966
iperBBm

*

*>

229
249

^\

f

STUDIO E7

•HtUo •Qooi Cuck
•1 Lrft you
•Happy Birthday
•Happy Anniversary
•CJhanks •Congrotualtions
•I m lorry
•My sympathy
•your pUu or mine?

Single pack.
disc film.
15 exposures.

TANNING 8E88IONS MUST
BE USED BY 12-1645
LIMIT ONE COUPON

624-9920

tut us

K0DAC0L0R
VR FILM

2 00 r*t»» avatotlM. DM* w> BIO*

5 Visits for $10.00

Flowers can say:

THREE PIECE CHICKEN DINNER

12 tablets or 4 oz.
elixir. For relief of
nasal congestion. •■■»■— *

"THE COLLEGE SHOP"

your menage toiay!

COUPC

2

2/99*

STUDIO E7

— ..■ i i

DIMETAPP

5oz. gold bath size bar.
IYOUR CHOICE-LARGE SELECTION
LEVI. KLEIN. JORDACHE.OTHERS
LIMfT ONE-EXPIRES 11-3045

J

Mir

Not valid with any other offer or discount

V-f J

$5.00 OFF!

E.K.U. |

COUPON

LIMIT ONE-EXPIRES 11-21-86

COUPON

DIAL DEODORANT
SOAP

DENIM BLUE JEANS

DROP IT OFF AND PICK IT UP FOR THAT
PROFESSIONAL LAUNDRY TOUCH
Southern Hills Plaza

-

COUPON VALID
2 P.M. - 6 P.M. ONLY

I

i

1

O* CCHOA*
...IK..

THE COLLEOB SHOP"

Expire. 11-31-86

$*£■/D Limit 4
3 pieces ol golflen brown chicken, mixed
your choice of 2 individua servings of
our delicious country vegetables and salads
and 1 homemade buttermilk biscuit

COUPON

IExtentab5~-r
STUDIO 27

ONE WASH LOAD

THREE PIECE CHICKEN DINNER

COUPON

r

T

LARGE SELECTION!
O.P.-CATALINA-SASSAFRAS
LIMIT ONE-EXPIRES 11-30*5

i HAROLD'S LAUNDRY CENTER
S
25* OFF

COUPON

HJI'UN

RECORDSMITH coupon in
this issue for Aerosmith, Heart,
and Rush.

CREST
TOOTHPASTE
PUMP
99*

ECKRICH
BOLOGNA 16 oz.
$1.49

warn

mm

4
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Administrators differ on merit pay hikes
"This last time. I used teaching
evaluations from students," Enzie
said. Enzie said he personally
evaluated service and research
based on what each chairman
supplied him.
Dr. Truett Ricks, dean of law
enforcement, said he asks his three
chairmen to list personal objectives
and activities for the coming year in
three categories including teaching,
professional activities and public
service objectives in addition to
personal
and
professional
development objectives.
Ricks said information was used
as a guideline in determining merit
pay.
Dr. David Gale, dean of allied
health and nursing, said each chair
has a very careful job description.
"They write up for me what they'll
be carrying out." Gale said that
information is used as a measure of
performance.
Gale said also the larger
departments rely on a committee of
faculty members to help determine
merit pay for the chairmen. In
smaller departments, the total
faculty is involved in the evaluation
of the chairman.
There are eight chairmen in the
College of Allied Health and
Nursing.

(Coetinaed from Page One)

Special Programs. Hummel
Planetarium,
Administrative
Systems and Programming.
Computer Operations and Quality
Control. Academic Computing.
Television and Radio. Dorris
Museum. Natural Areas and
Instructional Media.
Sexton was unavailable for
comment Wednesday.
College deans are responsible for
the swarding of merit pay to their
department chairs.
Generally, the dean's evaluations
of chairmen were similar in nature.
All of the rine colleges used three
areas, teaching, service and
scholarly achievement, to some
..extent for evaluations. But, in
detail, the evaluations differed.
Dr. Alfred Patrick, acting dean of
the College of Business, said
increases were "just based on an
overall evaluation of performance."
Patrick said teaching and
administrative functions were
looked into.
Dr. Runnel Enzie, dean of social
and behavioral sciences, said he
asked his faculty "to submit a sheet
of things or topics accomplished
such as articles or scholarly
activities."

Police beat
The following reports have been
filed with the Division of Public
Safety.

Gregory Teaaley, Clay City, was
arrested and charged with being
drunk in a public place.

Oct. 24:

Oct. 25:
James Mason, Commonwealth
Hall, was arrested and charged with
public intoxication.
Mark Peel, Lexington, was
arrested and charged with driving
under the influence of intoxicants.
Nancy Ward. Martin Hall,
reported two white juveniles
attempting to steal a bicycle
belonging to Kevin Kidd Brockton.
The parents of the juveniles were
contacted.
Oct. 28:
Ricky Scruggs. Wautaga. Texas,
was arrested and charged with
being drunk in a public place.
Chris Ewing, Commonwealth
Hall, was arrested and charged with
being drunk in a public place and
possession of marijuana.

William Commodore. I^exington,
was arrested and charged with
being drunk in a public place.
Greg Larimnrr, Brewer Building,
reported the smell of smoke in the
Foster Building. The smoke came
from s burnt light ballast.
Terry Curry, Richmond, reported
the theft of two textbooks from his
vehicle in Daniel Boone I^ot. Total
value is $17.46.
Nate Ragland, Commonwealth
Hall, reported the theft of 10
cassette tapes from his vehicle
parked in the Begley Lot. Total
value is unknown.
Lori Munsie. Martin Hall,
reported the theft of two textbooks
from Martin Hall lobby. Total value
is $28.95.

Or. Kenneth Hanaaon. dean of
applied arts and technology, uses a
"process that was developed by the
department chairs and approved by
me."
"We did have a long-standing
kind of document dealing with the
response of department chairs and
evaluations by students," said

Hansson.
Dr. Russel Bogus, dean of health,
physical education and recreation
activities, said his chairs' salaries
were determined in three areas.
Those areas included teaching
effectiveness,
service
and
professional endeavors. Bogue said
department progress was also

examined in determining merit pay
increases.
Dr. Donald Batch, dean of natural
and mathematical sciences, said he
uses a formula for determing merit
increases.
Batch said he rates each of the
chairs on a 0-6 scale m categories
including reaesrch. instruction.

service and administrative duties.
Once he arrives at a final ranking,
Batch said the fund pool is divided
up accordingly.
Dixon Barr. dean of the College of
Education, and John Long, dean of
the College of Arts and Humanities,
were out of town and unavailable for
comment.

Chairmen determine raises
misinterpreted the system.
"The merit part is done in terms
of dollar amounts. To look back
after the fact in percentage terms is
invalid. Some people got fixed in
their minds that 3 percent was the
standard increase. "
Pat Jarczewski, chair of the
associate nursing program, said her
department uses the teaching,
service and research categories in
determining merit pay.
"There's
a
departmental
committee that looked at criteria."
Jarczewski said a consistent, above
average, evaluation from students
would be an example in the teaching
category.
But Jarczewski said the system
the associate nursing program uses
differs from other departments in
the College of Allied Health and
Nursing.
"Each
department
does
something a little different. Some go
by a point system, some by
behavior," she said.
Dr. Ernest White Jr., chairman of
administration, counseling and
educational studies, said he uses
instruction, academic achievement
and service as s basis for evaluation.

By Alan White
Editor
The greatest difference in the
awarding of merit pay appears to be
st the department chairman level.
While not every chairman was
interviewed, a selected sampling
showed that most developed their
own system for allocating the
money that was available.
"The department has a dollar
amount that is passed on from dean
of the college," said Dr. Robert
Hurkhart, chairman of the English
department.
"In our college, each faculty
member fills out a report of
professional activities for the
previous calendar year. Essentially
what I do is supply everyone the
activities report with the merit
guidelines and determine where the
individual has done something
beyond expectations.
"The pool is divided by that
number of people awarded. I have
an advisory committee that I
consult," Hurkhart said.
Burkhart said he feels some
faculty
members
have

"We pretty much use the same
one for promotion and tenure. We
also consider student evaluations
when submitted by instructors and
we evaluate their syllabi." White
said.
Dr. Sanford Jones, chair of
biological science, said his
department requires faculty to
submit documented evidence of
their activities
"We do have a committee that's
elected by the faculty that is
empowered aa an advisory to me for
un-biased evaluations," Jones said.
Jones said teaching, research and
scholarly achievements are also
taken into consideration.
Claude Smith, chair of the
accounting department, said he
interviews accounting majors on
faculty performance and uses
student evaluation forms in
determining merit pay.
Smith said he first looks at
effective teaching, service to the
community and research.
Dr. Charles Reedy, chairman of
correctional services, said there is a
faculty committee looking at
evaluation procedures now.
"Last year, we used a weighting

system based on performance in
identified categories," said Reedy.
"I had each faculty member
submit to me their activities in
these categories."
The categories included teaching,
scholarly and service achievement.
Reedy said
Dr. Betty Powers, chair of home
economics department, said she waa
advised by her administrative
council to give the 1.5 merit increase
across the board.
"They recommended that insofar
as possible that I just leave it 1.5,"
Powers said.
Powers' administrative council is
made up of five members from the
major programs in the home
economics department
"There were evaluations based on
student evaluations of instructors
and my evaluation committee."
Despite the evaluations, Powers
said salary increases did not vary by
more that one-tenth of 1 percent.
Powers said the increase was so
low to begin with that it would be
unfair to put anyone further down.
She said morale was low enough
already because of the small amount
of increase in salaries.

FOR THE PRICE OF
A SMALL,

Oil
with purchase of
lube & filter
Total cost - $5.99
* up to B qta. 10W3Q Valvolinc
offer good on in-stock filters
Mufflers starting at 819.96
Richmond Exhaust Pro
Eastern By-Pass
[Next to Jerry'8]
Richmond, Ky.
624-0190

exhaust

pro

(Offer good with this ad thru ii/l«/

j^flETREAD

GET ANY LARGE
16 PIZZA, PAY OUR
12 PIZZA PRICE

WEEKENDS

Wednesday Thru Sunday

November 14 thru 17 *
*
*
*
*
*
on your new athletic shoes
J
when you bring in an old
♦
pair and trade 'em in.
MENS - WOMENS - CHILDRENS »
1

No coupon necessary, just ask!
But hurry, because this offer
is good only from November 14-20.
Sorry, no other coupons accepted with this offer.

T

^«*

Eastern By^ftss

623-7724
119 S. Collins. Richmond
HOURS:
11 AM to 2 AM Sunday-Thursday
11 AM to 3 AM Friday-Saturday
•■'>...••■

i«

•■.■.■',

•

£

•
•

IZZAJ

IrAdams
I shoes

Call us:

OMINO'S

V •S
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DOMINO'S
PIZZA
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Campus living
Outside jobs
keep teachers
happy, involved

Janitors clear
pupils' way
By Tern Martin
Feature* editor
If the old "Cleanliness is next
to godliness" cliche holds true,
some university personnel may
get a chance to polish the Pearly
Gates.
"I think my job is a challenge,"
said Richard Kinlaw, 31, who
serves as custodian on the ninth
through
12th floors of
Commonwealth Hall.
"I keep them all spotless," said
the Richmond resident.
Kinlaw has served as a
university custodian since 1979.
He maintained the third through
fifth floors of Keene Hall for four
years before moving to
Commonwealth.
Kinlaw said he takes pride in
his work. "I take pride in my
floors and take the time to do the
job right," he said.
According to Kinlaw, a typical
work day begins at 7 a.m.
"First we sweep out the
elevators and pick up around the
outside of the dorms, then we go
up to our floors."
Once the custodians are on
their individual floors. Kinlaw
said duties include sweeping and
mopping the hallway and
cleaning the bathrooms.
Kinlaw said he has picked up
on the habits of the residents of
his floors.
"Sometimes they don't bother
flushing urinals and toilets," he
said. "I keep the toilets
chemically clean, but if they're
not flushed, it can cause a health
hazard."
He added that, lately,
residents have been spitting on
the walls and spitting tobacco
juice in the water fountain.
Kinlaw commented, however,
that he is not judgemental of his
floor residents.
"They get carried away, but
it's all right," he said. "I'm not

there to criticize the students,
I'm h re to maintain the floor."
Lydia Huguely. the head
custodian in Martin Hall, said
she haa also taken notice of
students' habits during her eight
years of service at the university.
"Students have a tendency to
throw things out the window,"
said Huguely, a Richmond
resident "A person can get a bad
lick from something thrown from
a high altitude."
Another habit which Huguely
commented on is students losing
things in the bathroom sinks.
"I'll come in early in the
morning and find a note on the
bathroom sink that says, 'I've
lost a contact' or a ring," she
said. She added that on occasion,
she has taken the sinks apart to
retrieve the lost item.
Huguely added she enjoys her
job. "It's a pretty interesting
job," she said. "I enjoy meeting
the students."
Kinlaw also commented on the
relationship he has with
Commonwealth residents.
"It's their home away from
home for a semester," tie said.
"With the money students pay
for tuition, they deserve a
respectable floor with a
respectable janitor that knows
how to do his job."
Kinlaw added that he respects
the rights oil university students.
"I have respect for the
students' privacy and their
valuables." he said.
Kinlaw added that he makes a
special attempt for his floors to
be spotless when families of the
residents are visiting.
"The first thing a family
notices when they come in is how
clean the dorm is." he said. "My
floors are so clean you can eat off
them."
Along with maintaining
residential structures, university

Progress photo/James Havey

Richard Kinlaw cleans in Commonwealth
custodians also maintain
classroom buildings.
John
Hayes.
28,
has
maintained the university's
Donovan Annex for the past two
years. Prior to accepting his
position at the university, Hayes
served as a custodian at a truck
stop near Clays Ferry.
According to Hayes, some of
his duties are similar to those of
custodians in residence halls,
including sweeping, mopping and
cleaning the bathrooms.
Along
with
these
responsibilities, Hayes also
cleans blackboards and desks in
the classrooms.

Hayes said he enjoyed the
independence that comes with
his position.
"I'm the only one in this
building and I don't have anyone
standing over me and telling me
what to do," said Hayes.
Kinlaw added that he enjoys
his job very much. "I think the
world of my job," he said. "If I
didn't I wouldn't have kept doing
it for so long."
According to Tom Richardson,
supervisor of Housing Systems
Operations, 98 custodians serve
in academic buildings while 86
work in residence halls.

By Jamie Baker
Staff writer
Although teaching a full load of
courses would be enough to keep
anyone busy, some university
instructors have chosen to hold
part-time jobs in addition to their
instructing.
Dr. John Burkhart. associate
professor in the home economics
department, is an Episcopal priest
at St. Philip's Church in
Harrodsburg.
Burkhart works at the church
Wednesday nights and on Sundays.
He also began a child care center at
the church.
"I'm a non-stipendary priest,
which means I receive no pay from
the church," said Burkhart.
Burkhart said he was ordained as
a priest in 1960 and has served at
five churches.
Burkhart also related his position
as priest to his role in the home
economics department
"Here at the university, I teach
husband and wife relationships and
child development and I see
marriage between psychology and
theology and I see them as having
the same author," he said.
Along with Burkhart, Dr. Donald
(ireen well, assistant professor in the
math department, also holds a parttime position.
Greenwell works as a part-time
tennis instructor at Arlington
Country Club in the summer.
Greenwell said he began playing
tennis as a college student.
"I guess I got started playing
tennis in college on the Murray
State tennis team and I taught
during the summer while I was in
college," he said.
Last summer, Greenwell said he
gave lessons to approximately 200
people at the club. "The clinics are
set up as youth and adult clinics, so
I guess there's about 100 of each,"

Teacher's interests come naturally
By Terri Martin
Features editor
Students might have a difficult
time picturing their biology
professor sharing the first
Thanksgiving dinner with the
Indians or fighting for kidependence
from the British, but one professor
in the department said if he could go
back into history, he would chose to
visit the colonial era.
"I think it would be exciting and
challenging," said Dr. John P.
Harley, a professor in the biological
science department. "It would be
interesting to see this country 200
years ago compared to today."
Harley added that the aspect of
hunting in order to provide for one's
family made the colonial era appeal
to him.
Harley said he has been interested
in the outdoors since he was a child.
"I think the reason for that is that
I was raised on a farm and
associated with the outdoors ever
since I can remember," said the
Columbia, Ohio, native.
Harley added that his hobbies

John Harley
include "anything that has to do
with the outside."
Harley listed hunting, fishing and
swimming among his hobbies. He

added that gardening and
landscaping also appeal to him.
Harley added that although his
wife Jane was not raised on a farm,
she shares his interest in the
outdoors.
Together, the couple maintains a
one-quarter acre flower garden at
their Richmond home.
"We've got different flowers for
different times of the year," said
Harley. "We've got spring flowers
like daffodils and tulips and
crocuses, and we've got fall flowers
and summer flowers."
Along with his outdoor interests.
Harley said he also likes to travel.
Of all the places he has visited, he
said New York City was the most
interesting.
"So many things are going on
there 24 hours a day." said Harley.
"It's the center of trade, commerce,
business and pleasure"
Although Harley said he has had
an interest in the outdoors since he
was a child, he did not always wish
to have a career that dealt with the
outdoors or biology.

When Harley began his education
at Youngstown State University, he
was an engineering major.
According to Harley, he chose to
change his major to biology his
freshman year after he had a
dynamic biology instructor.
"I decided to change my major
from engineering to biology based
on the influence of that professor."
Harley received his bachelor's
degree in biology at Youngstown in
1964. He later received his master's
degree in parasitology and his
doctorate in physiology from Kent
State University.
Harley also did post-doctorate
work in physiology at Vanderbilt
University in 1970.
Harley began teaching at the
university in 1970.
Currently, Harley teaches
environmental science, human
physiology and parasitology at the
university.
Harley said he enjoys his
environmental science courses more
than the others.
"The students are mostly

he said.
Along with giving tennis lessons,
Greenwell also taught summer
school courses at the university last
summer.
"I enjoy teaching at the
university better, but tennis is a
nice break for the summer. I
wouldn't want to teach tennis for a
living," Greenwell said.
Greenwell added that he works as
a tennis instructor to supplement
his income.
"Our teaching salary isn't
enough, especially in the summer,"
he said.
Another university instructor
who works part-time is Dr. Ron
Marionneaux, professor and
chairman of the geography and
planning department.
Marionneaux said personal
interest led him to work as a
planning consultant for the city of
Richmond.
"I'm interested in planning." said
Marionneaux. "I was a city director
from 1973 until 1977 in Monroe,
La."
According to Marionneaux, he left
the post after a new mayor decided
he wanted a former city director to
fill the position. "It was just
politics," said Marionneaux.
Marionneaux said being a city
consultant for the city of Richmond
helps him keep track of what's
going on in the city.
Marionneaux added that his
position as planning consultant aids
nia teaching.
"Some of the geography courses
I teach touch on planning," he said.
"My position keeps me abreast of
what's going on in the city."
Marionneaux explained how he
divides his time between two jobs.
"I spend around five hours in the
classroom, and the administrative
duties of being a departmental chair
take up the rest of my time spent
working at the university,'' he said.
"I spend about eight hours a week
as Richmond's planning consultant.
In my job as planning consultant.
I work with the Richmond City
Council and I advise them on zoning
and subdivisions," Marionneaux
added.
"It's hard to say which job gives
me the most satisfaction, but I
know that I like teaching more than
anything," Marionneaux said. "I
like
teaching
more
than
administrative and working
outside."
Marionneaux added that along
with keeping him abreast of the
latest in city planning, his part-time
position also provides s source of
extra income.
Dale Lawrence, director of
personnel st the university, said
added income is the reason many
instructors take on a part-time job.
"The instructors sometimes hold
these part-lime jobs because their
teaching salary isn't enough," he
said.

freshmen and they're a lot of fun."
he said. "They have open minds and
they pose very thought-provoking
questions and they're a lot of fun to
work with."
Harley said he tries to make his
courses interesting in order to hold
the attention of his students.
"I try to inject some humor, to be
one of the students and to conduct
the class very informally," said
Harley.
Along with his other duties at the
university, Harley has served as a
textbook editor for the past 10 years
for New York City publishing
companies.
"In the developmental stages of
a textbook, I have to check it for
accuracy, check the scientific
writing, and make sure there are no
errors, no plagarism."
As for future plans, Harley said
he is content with his position at the
university and enjoys living in the
Burkhart said his salary is
Richmond area with his wife,
daughter Danielle and stepson adequate, "but not commensurate.
It provides the necessities of life."
Chris.

Varied factors inspire university students
By Ricki Clark
Staff writer
Although cold and flu season is
upon us, many students are
currently suffering from an ailment
of a different sort - the mid-term
slump.
Dr. Bob Landrum, a professor in
the
university's
business
administration department, said he
recently surveyed his Management
300 classes about what would
motivate them to do better during
the balance of the semester.
"I received some very interesting
answers. I wanted to know what the
students' needs and desires are,
what turns them on. Also, I might
get some novel ideas that I could
use," said Landrum.
The most frequent answer in the
survey was far teachers to give daily
quizzes, extra credit assignments
and more testa over less msterial
* . ,..„»iiiiaiely 70 students were
surveyed and about one-half said
some type of reward system would
motivate them.
One student wrote, "Why should
I break my back to make straight
A's when I can get the same reward
if I make C'e?"
Other students suggested cash
rewards, public recognition of
, scholarships and free

M

r.

books as motivators.
- One student recommended a
week's vacation from class if
everyone made an "A" on a test.
Dr. Robert Adams, chairman of
the psychology department defined
motivation as "a waste basket term
that includes all reasons why people
do things."
Adams said part of the reason for
students being in a "mid-semester
slump" is due to fatigue and when
the
positive
or
negative
consequences for good or bad
results are far off in the future.
"Motivation is no more s problem
for college students than for anyone
involved in long-lasting projects,"
he said.
Man*, students believed that the
! an attendance policy and
i from final exams would
nation,
in the survey, several
i noted that the professor's
enthusiasm over the class material
motivates them. "When the
professor is highly motivated about
the subject, it reflects upon the
students and motivates them,"
wrote one student.
Money is the biggest motivator
for some students. "I think about
the time and money that would be
wasted if I don't get a good grade."

wrote one student.
Another student wrote, "I pay the
bills, so when I get down to s
motivational factor, I look at my
EKU receipt from admissions and
it does the trick."
One senior computer electronics
major said "senioritis" was the
csuse of him not being motivated.
"I'm ready to get out of school and
into the lag world, so my study
habits have suffered somewhat."
Another senior, however, said his
upcoming graduation had inspired
him.
"I have been here too long and
I'm ready to get out," said Tim
Byron, a senior industrial education
technology major from Louisville.
"Graduation motiyatea me."
Another student, however, cited
her relationship with God as a
motivating force.
"My •vholi luotivalion u> my
relationship with God and He is the
only constant thing that motivates
me to do anything." said Donna
McCollor, a junior administrative
office systems major from
Springboro, Ohio.
"Teachers who want to know who
I am and I see their enthusiasm is
a motivator. Teachers who get the
kids involved and interacting are
motivators." she added.
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Organizations
Game show revived Gentleman's sport
appears uncivilized

By Suzanne Staley
Organizations editor
"The Dating Game" was
revived last week on campus by
the 23 members of the Kappa
Delta pledge class.
Organizer of the event.
Shannon Ray, said there were
five games where either a female
or male interviewed the opposite
sex.
"Its just like 'The Dating
Game' on TV," said Ray, a
freshman public relations major
from Louisville.
Each fraternity and sorority
was asked to send two
representatives for what has
become an annual event, she
said.
Then, one representative was
selected to play the game.
Those who were interviewed
during the game generally
expressed that they enjoyed the
games.
"I though it was a blast. It was
fun," said Lisa Tabb. a Chi
Omega and one of the women
who was interviewed.
Tabb said she was asked to
describe what she considered
qualities of contestant No. 3 that
the interviewer might like.
However, in return, contestant
No. 3 was asked to tell the
interviewer how much weight she
thought Tabb could manage to
lose.
Beta Theta Pi president John
LeForge was interviewed by
Kappa Delta member Amy
Hughes.
Some of the items he was
asked to do included singing
"Happy
Birthday"
and
describing the contestant next to
him as one of the buildings on
campus, said LeForge, a junior
business management major
from Cincinnati.
Kappa Alpha Theta member
Tiffany Patrick said she also was
interviewed.
However, she said she would
have preferred to ask the
questions rather than answer
them.
"It was kind of embarrassing,"

Progress photo/Chris NibloCk

Lisa Toole questions bachelors
said Patrick, a sophomore
paralegal major from Mount
Sterling.
Ray said winners of each game
received a free dinner date at a
restaurant in either Lexington or
Richmond.
Those attending also had a
chance to receive door prizes,
said Ray.
Thirty door prizes donated by
local merchants were given away

<ECORDSMITH
NEW RELEASE SPECIALS

between the games, she said.
The group raised over 1600
from charging a entry fee of $15.
Admission was $1.50, said last
year's organizer Sherri Estes.
The money goes to the pledge
class to help purchase its pledge
project, Estes said.
She said last year, her pledge
class bought carpet for the foyer.
The project is kept secret until
it is presented to the sorority.

By Vaughn Haney
Staff writer
Although it is called a
gentleman's game by its British
inventors, rugby is not a game for
men of a gentle sort.
The rugby team at the university
is an intramural organization which
competes intercollegiately during
the fall and spring semesters. The
team plays other rugby clubs
similar to its own.
"You realy have to play it to
understand the game," said Scott
Conway. one of team's captains.
Rugby is a cross between soccer
and football.
It is played with a leather ball
shaped like a football, but slightly
larger and without threads. The
ball, called a mitre, may be kicked,
dribbled or carried, but forward
passes are not allowed.
The field is 110 meters long and
70 meters wide.
Points are scored by touching the
ball down firmly in the opposing
team's end zone. These are called
tries and are worth four points.
The extra point conversion
following a conversion is worth two
points and is scored by kicking the
ball through the uprights.
A drop kick through the uprights
or a penalty kick is worth three
points.
There are 15 players on a team.
Eight of the players make up the
scrum, which is similar to the line
in football. There are five wings, a
fullback and an opposite, who is like
a quarterback.
Rugby is a physically demanding
sport. There are no pads,
substitutions or timeouts.
Players must wear shorts and
rugby shirts, regardless of the
weather conditions.
Games have two 40-minute halves
and a five minute halftime.
"You get kicked a lot and you get
kicked in the face sometimes," said
Conway, who is a senior and has
played for three years.
"Being in shape is important," he

said. Most of the players run for
conditioning, Conway said.
Anyone ia welcome to join the
team. No one is cut for lack of
talent. All you have to do is come
to the practices, he said
The practices begin at 3:30 in the
afternoon Tuesday through Friday.
Team members are required to
attend at least two practices a week.
Practice usually lasts about an
hour and one-half to two hours. The
team goes through kicking and
passing drills for an hour and then
scrimmages for a while, according to
Conway.
"The team relies primarily on
student leadership," said Wayne
Jennings, director of the Division of
Intamural Programming.
The players pay $20 a semester in
dues and furnish their own funds for
travel and uniforms.
They have fundraisers for such
expenses, according to Conway.
The university pays $100
annually for the team's membership
in the Indiana Rugby Football
Union and furnishes mitres for the
team.
Membership in the union
allows the team to compete in
sanctioned tournaments.
None of the 25 players currently
on the team had ever played rugby
before coming to the university, but
some of them had played high
school football.
There are 12 new members on the
team this semester, Conway said.
"It's just life after football for
some of us, I guess," he said .
"It keep* me involved and
physically fit," said another of the
four team captains, John Estep.
Vincent Young and Barry
Whitehead are the other captains on
the team.

and a B side. The A side is made up
of the best players and the B side
is for the players with little
experience.
Rugby has a fall and a spring
season much like basebai There are
usually eight games a semester and
all tournaments are played in the
spring.
All home games are played on
intramural field No. 1.
The major tournaments the team
enters are the Banshe Classic at
Western Kentucky University, the
Little Kentucky Derby in Lexington
and the Sterling Cup in Louisville.
Last spring, they were knocked
out in the first round of the Banshe
Classic. However the team placed
third at the Little Kentucky Derby
and took first place at Sterling Cup.
Their record this fall ia 3-2-2. Last
spring, they had their best season
with a record of 8-4.
When the team began five and
one-half years ago, they played
three years without a win.
"We should be better than last
spring but we really haven't come
together yet," Conway said.
The team's biggest rivalry is the
University of Kentucky.
"It's usually our hardest-hitting
game," said Conway.
"Everybody gets up for UK," he
said.
"We're not much of a comeback
team. I guess you could say. If we
score first, we play realy well. If we
get scored on first, we get down,"
Conway said.
"Western has been the best team
in the state, but we should be this
year," he said.

The captains decide who plays
each game.

There win be a showing of the
moat recent designs for women and
children by senior fashion design
student Johnnie Smith at 7:30 p.m.
Nov. 16 in the Gifford Theatre of the
Campbell Building.
For more information, call
623-0927.

Whitehead schedules the games
for the team.
"When we play other teams, I get
the number of their match secretary
and set up games," said Whitehead.
There are two teams, an A side
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Team routs
all opposition

Campus clips
Mixer planned
The Office of Minority Affairs will
sponsor an ice cream mixer at 2:30
p.m. on Nov. 18 in the Herndon
Lounge of the Powell Building.
Guest speaker Hugh Hem-Lee
will discuss "How to Improve Your
Study Skills with Little Effort."

People hunt for cords
The Public Relations Student
Society of America, in cooperation
with Levi Strauss and Co. and Golin
Harris. Inc. will sponsor a treasure
hunt for Levi's cords Nov. 18-22.
To participate, students and local
residents should seek out a PRSSA
member who is wearing an upsidedown Levi's Cord's button and ask
them the question "How do I get to
levi's Cords Country?"
In order to win the free Levi's
Cords, the contestant must answer
a Levi's trivia question correctly.
There will be a different person
wearing the button and a different
question asked each day.
One pair of cords will be given
away each day.

Colloquium set
The Department of Psychology is
sponsoring a colloquium by Pat
Tobin, R.N., at 3:30p.m. Nov. 20 in
the Kennamer Room of the Powell
Building.

Tobin will discuss "Premenstrual
Syndrome: A Condition or a Cur**."
All interested faculty, students
and staff are invited to attend.

Meal offered to students
Home Meals Delivery will provide
a free Thanksgiving meal to any
student on campus or at home in
Richmond on Thanksgiving Day.
The meal will be served at noon
the Baptist Student Union or
delivered to the student's residence.
Reservations for the meal can be
made by calling 623-9400 between
noon and 5 p.m.. or 623-0917 in the
evening.

Smokeout held
The university will be observing
the American Cancer Society's
Great American Smokeout on
campus Nov. 21.
The day is designed to help
smokers quit for good by having
them quit for 24 hours the day of
the smokeout.
Nonsmokers may assist by
providing the smokers with moral
support and smoking substitutes
such as candy and gum on the
smokeout day.
Smokers and nonsmokers may
sign up, to participate in the event
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Nov. 18-20 at
a booth near the entrance to the grill
in the Powell Building.

PhOtO Finish

ProgreM photo/Chris Nibtock

Bill Durr was the first to cross the finish line at last weekend's
Levi's Cords Country Run sponsored by the Public Relations
Student Society of America.

New chaplain assists group
By Margaret Crabb
Staff writsThere are several goals for an
Episcopalian minister to strive for
while on campus, according to the
Rev. Richard Elberfeld, a new
campus chaplain. Elberfeld is also a
pastor of the Episcopal Church in
Richmond.
"While I'm here. I would like to
help make students more aware of
the Episcopal church, and
understand it better," he said.
Elberfeld said one way he hopes
to achieve this is through his
involvement in a religious
organization called the Canterbury
Club.
"There are currently about a
dozen members in the group," he

I
i

said.
Elberfeld said grotfp meetings
generally consist of prayer and
discussion.
"We
discuss
theological
questions, but we don't confine
ourselves to that. We sometimes
hold debates on topical political
issues. Our latest debate was on the
death penalty," he said. "We
address these issues because we feel
that, as Christians, we have a
responsibility to try and see them
from a Christian perspective."
But Klberfeld said the group does
not represent one particular political
viewpoint.
"Our members' views range from
New Right to Old Left," he said.
Elberfeld said the group is "open

to all Episcopalians, friends of
Episcopalians, or those who are just
curious about us."
According to Elberfeld, many
students at the university would fit
into the last category.
"This part of the country is
mainly Protestant and people here
tend to regard Catholics and
Episcopalians with uncertainty," he
said.
"The fact that we only have 12
members in our group testifies to
that."
He added that another important
function of the group was to provide
Episcopalians with a sense of
solidarity.
"We want them to feel less
isolated," he said.

WESTERN SIZZLIN

Besides his ministry, Elberfeld's
other interests include trains and
railroads. He said he subscribes to
Trains magazine.
A native of Ohio, Elberfeld
received his undergraduate degree
from the University of the South, in
Tennessee.
"It is a small liberal arts college,
and it is different from Eastern in
a lot of ways. The student body is
more homogeneous." he said.
But Elberfeld said the university
compares favorably with such
smaller colleges. "There is more
diversity here, and more activities
to choose from. So far, I like it
here." he said.
The club meets at 6:30 p.m.
Wednesdays at Christ's Church.
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"We always tried for a first down.
We always went for it," she said.
Trowell helped the offense
because she could throw the football
well, Payton said.
"She really has s strong arm.
That girl can throw," Payton said.
Trowell said her range of throwing
accuracy extends to about 40 to 50
yardsV
"Sometimes they say I throw it
too haroV' Trowell said.
Payton Said the team's option
plays seemei to work the best.
"The reverse didn't do too much,"
she said.
The team was not without its
injuries in the season, said Williams.
She said fractured fingers, a
pulled ligament, and weekly bruises
were all part of the injuries team
members received.
"Sometimes, I think we were on
the ground more than anything
else," she said.
Most of the women on the team
had little to no experience in playing
flag football before college. Payton
said.
Grimes said members of the team
generally were athletic in high
school and were in good physical
condition.
"Most of the girls were on the
track team in high school," said
Williams.
She said Grimes helped the team
members make the adjustment to
flag football
"He has more patience with us.
He makes you do what he wants,"
Williams said.
Payton said she benefited from
the assistance of Colonel
quarterback Greg Payton.
She said he told her some of the
ins and outs of playing as s receiver.
The PBS Stars also has volleyball,
basketball and soft ball teams.
However, the main sport for the
Stars is football, said Williams.
Support by members of the Phi
Beta Sigma fraternity, and
independents as well, was important
for the team, Williams said.
"We had a lot of support." she
said.

College Park Shopping Center
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Williams said the offense waa
always striving to score.
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variety of different plays.
"We have so 'many different
plays." said Payton. a junior child
care major from Irington.

ECONOMY DRUG

by Martin Morris

i
ANY DINNER
J WITH STUDENT ID

By Sutue Staley
Organizations editor
The Chicago Bears team this year
have two things in common with s
flag football team on campus.
They have both played the season
so far without losing and they each
have a running back in the offense
with last name of Payton.
However, after that, the
similarities, cease.
One of the most recognizable
differences is that the campus team
consists entirely of women.
The PBS Stars team is made up
of members of the Phi Beta Sigma
Little Sisters, said Bertia Williams,
a Mocker on the team.
The team finished its season with
a 7-0 record.
"We had a dominant season:
unstoppable," said quarterback
Sheilah Trowell.
A major strength of the team was
the defense, said the team's coach,
Bernard Grimes.
The defense yielded an average of
2.4 points in the regular season and
2.6 points including the playoffs,
said Joseph Bentley, recreational
sports specialist for the Division of
Intramural Programming.
He said the highest number of
points the team gave up in a game
was only 12.
"The defensive backs were the
best," said Grimes a senior
recreation and parks administration
major from HopkinsviUe.
Another asset for the defense was
its ability to understand the
opponent's plays before they were
performed, said Williams, a junior
accounting major from Maysville.
"We could read their plays," she
said.
Williams said the goal for the
defense was to keep its opponents
from scoring
Strength in the offense came
through its quickness and the
ability of the receivers, said Grimes.
"We have a young, quick team,"
said Trowell, a junior English major
from Louisville.
Good receivers were the key to
strength of the offense, said Grimes.
"We ran the ball 60 to 70 percent
of the time," he said.
Twylane Payton, who plays both
running back and receiver, said the
team did well because there were
four receivers, thus allowing for a
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Artists
exhibit
works
By Darenda Dennia
Arta editor
Bart Morse, David Harmon.
Chuck Hitner and Catherine
Shepherd have their work on
exhibition at the university.
Their four-figurative paintings
will be on display in the Giles
Gallery until Dec. 5.
The four artists use several
alternatives in various media to
illustrate their inner feelings
through their paintings.
Morse, an associate professor of
art at the University of Arizona,
uses architecture as a foundation for
his works.
He often mixes different media to
create a fantasy image. As in "View
from Caaa Seton,' Morse used
watercolor as his primary medium
for these works.
He used collage elements such as
different size beads to create an
image of spraying water from the
shower head. The shower is
decorated with black tiles, while
prehistoric animals appear outside
the window.
A small picture of a girl and a
small playful puppy tugging at her
side is placed appropriately to the
right side of the- painting.
He also used collage in "Suzanne
and The Klders," where an older
lady is showering, again the water
is portrayed by beads.
A piece of ragged cloth is used as
a bath mat in the painting. You view
the lady through a clear glass door
bordered in bright red paint.
Just outside her window,
hovering from above, you can see
the belly of a helicopter.
However, the best piece by Morse,
or of the entire exhibition for that
matter, is "After Aerobics."
The work features two women
showering in a locker room.
The use and effectiveness of color
is unbelievably realistic and
appealing.
His use of shadows and
highlighting techniques is excellent
and, again, his use of beads makes,
this piece extremely interesting and
eye-catching
He uses fantasy images
effectively to produce playful
images.
Another of his works, "Meat
Market." uses color to create a
realistic, yet unusually small color
scheme.
Harmon is a professor of art at

Arts/ Entertainment
Travel aids in
book research
By Phil Bowling
Staff writer
Simply by entering his office and
observing for a period of time, one
could learn a great deal about Dr.
Glenn O. Carey. One observation
would be that he happens to be a
collector of tangible items of
knowledge.
Carey, a professor in the
university's English department
since 1967, has his office filled with
several .prints by noted artists,
souvenirs from visited countries and
nearly 60 plants hanging from the
ceiling, enhancing book-covered
shelves.
"My wife also teases me about the
collection of over 10,000 books in
our basement," Carey said.
Carey's desire to learn has given
him the chance to study the
literature of America. His latest
Progress photo/Jamas Havey
publication, and third book, is
Payson Roe •• A
Shane Sims, left, and Ryan Wilson discuss a painting by Chuck Hitner. Edward
Biographical and Critical Study.
The book, the first full-length
■T~~
issues, idea i and visual settings of Sponsors of Shampoo and Chile." an
biography and criticism on Roe, was
the day."
advertising statement.
He uses a bizarre sense of humor
Color seems to be Shepherd's published in Hall's Twayne United
States Authors Series. Carey
combined with a touch of strongest suit for her works.
two grants from the
seriousness to make his points clear
She uses both acrylic and oil on received
university for the research on Roe,
the State University of New York to his audience.
canvas and linen to its best
at Pottsdam.
Often, though, the viewer advantage in this series of works. America's most popular novelist
from 1872-1890.
In the past four to five years, he becomes caught up ai the color
One of the more interesting of her
Carey's other books are William
has devoted his life to portraying schemes, and misses the true paintings is untitled,
her
Faulkner: The
Unappeased
family living in a successful artistic meaning of the paintings.
combination of both pastels and
way.
He uses acrylic on fiberglass to bright colors gives off a pleasant Imagination, which he wrote in
1980, and his 1975 work. Quest for
He claims the idea came to him better his layering techniques. imagery.
Meaning: Modern Short Stories. He
after observing his retarded brother Several layers of screens are used to
A man seta with one hand placed also has five other books currently
for some time. This idea is evident create dimensions.
just above his brow, as if he's giving
in all works in the exhibit.
Often, a screen is used to a lazy military salute. He seems to in progress.
One upcoming project, with a
Most of the paintings center highlight, rather than camouflage, be saying, "Oh no. not another Christmas completion date, is God's
around older people doing their as collage generally does.
Monday."
Plenty: Kentucky's Contemporary
In each of his works, he uses large
daily chores, or lounging around
The background and dominant Writers, which he is co-editing with
their humble homes. "The Wish," fiberglass canvases to illustrate the colors of the work are basically Lily Chaffin. Chaffin is a popular
focuses on an elderly lady lying on seriousness of his statements more made of peaches and pinka. poet laureate of Kentucky. Another
a couch, as if helpless to her own effectively.
However, die shadow cast upon the
In Rifts. Rapes. Risks. Quakes." figure is accented in a unique way. co-editor of the work is Dr. Harry
needs and destiny.
Brown, a heavily-published poet
he uses very colorful layers of
The man could easily get lost in from the university's English
She lies there staring as if her screens including lime greens,
mind were blank, as the TV plays fushias and turquoise, in a gloppy. the picture, but Shepherd uses color department.
effectively to outline his features.
Other works in progress include
and her dog lies curled in his basket. yet flowing manner.
She uses reds, greens and purples studies on Henry David Thoreau,
In "Edge," Harmon uses a young
At the bottom of this particular with a rough brush strokes to add William Faulkner and Chaplains'
man as his central character hiding
Chronicles of the Civil War, a study
quietly behind a steel gray curtain, work, Hitner uses an exclamation texture and a feel of chaos.
This art show sports consistent of military chaplains and their role
wearing a scared and intimidated mark, painted red and black, to
emphasize the importance of his bright colors and varied textures to in the Civil War.
expression.
message.
make it one of the beat of the art
Carey's reviews have appeared in
There is virtually no use of color
Somewhere in each of his works, department's exhibitions.
a wide variety of publications,
other than rust flesh tones to he paints in the title.
including Saturday Review,
differentiate between the blacks,
The gallery is open from 9:15 a m. American Quarterly, Military
Slogans such as "tender beans,
grays and whites of the dark corner
stands up to a fork, relaxes split- until 4:30 p.m. Monday through Fri- Review, the Lexington HeraldHis works are intriguing. ends and adds protein," help him day and from 2 p.m. until 5 p.m. Leader and the Louisville CourierHowever, after viewing three of the get his message across in "The Sundays.
Journal. Upcoming reviews by
paintings, the viewer gets depressed
and decides to move on to more
colorful works, such as the works of
H inter.

Review

Hitner uses bright vivacious
colors to demonstrate "topical
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First sad Water Stra.ti
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623-8813
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Glenn Carey
Carey include those on Emily
Dickinson, John Steinbeck and
Alberto Moravia.
In addition to his research on
literature, Carey also uses travel as
another source of education. He has
traveled abroad since 1965 as a
visiting lecturer.
Carey was named Senior
Fullbright Lecturer in American
Literature in 1965. This honor took
him to the University of Jordan and
he also served at the University of
Cyprus during the same trip.
In 1966. fighting was occurring in
Cyprus around the hotel in which
Carey was to reside. "I was put up
in a small out-of-town hotel away
from the fighting Greeks and
Turks," he said.
"I had to go between rolls of
barbed wire to get to the lecture
spots and the first lecture was
great," Carey said. "The first
lecture was attended by the
American ambassador, and the
G reeks and Turks were there for the
first time in peace."
Again in 1976-77, Carey was
named Senior Fullbright Lecturer,
this time to the University of
Tehran. Between lectures. Carey
had time for a family reunion at
Christmas with his wife and three
children.
Carey and his wife again traveled
abroad in the spring of 1985 to the
Universities of Papua. New Guinea,
Jordan and India. During this time,
Carey was invited back to be a guest
lecturer in the future.
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Now's the perfect time to see
how a great new eye color can
enhance your appearance. With
NaturalTint Soft Contact Lenses.
They can enhance or change
your eye color dramaticallyeven if you don't need vision
correction. Just come in for a trial
fitting of the four fashionable
tinted lenses and see the difference for yourself. Call today for an
appointment.

Dr. W.R. Isaacs - Dr. C.L. Davis
Dr William Reynolds
•COMPLETE EYE CARE*
"DOWNTOWN"
228 West Main St.
Richmond, Ky.
623-3358

Let Professionals Care for You
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Growing up
takes time

rogress ph

Steppin' out
Members of the University Show Choir performed "Celebrate
America" Nov. 8 in Brock Auditorium. The show included a

lavey

variety of musical selections including music from the latest
broad way shows, country and western, pop and rock.

Sutton uses poetry to cope
By John W hillock
Staff writer
Observation is the key to any kind
of creative activity.
Dorothy Sutton, an English professor at the university, has honed
her skills of observation to write
realistic poetry.
Sutton said some people go
through life with their eyes closed
and never take note of the
happenings that are going on
around them, therefore they miss a
great deal of life.
"Last Friday, I was coming back
from a convention in Atlanta, and
the bus I was riding stopped to pick
up an old, blind man whose fainily
had left him on the side of the road.
The people started helping the old
man," she said.
"They would get off the bus and
buy him food, listen to him and
generally support him. As I
watched this, I started to take notes
for some poems I wiD write some
day.
"It was a strong feeling, the

Dorothy Sutton
thoughtlessness of the family who
had left him and the warmth of the
strangers on the bus. I try to
capture the feel of things like this
when I write," Sutton said.
Because of her skill at poetry and
her dedication, Sutton was elected

to the executive board of the
Kentucky Poetry Society in the
eastern region.
"The society was created to
promote poetry. We get together to
support each other's works and to
have poetry readings. It is mainly
a social group. The society is part
of the National Poetry Society,"
Sutton said
Sutton has had many of her
poems published by several
magazines in the Bluegrass area and
surrounding
states.
These
magazines include the River City
Poetry Review, the Kentucky
Poetry Review and the Roanoke
Poetry Review, which is published
in Virginia
"One time, I wrote a poem about
my mother and it was read at a
meeting," she said. "People came up
to me after the reading and said that
their mother was just hke that and
that they could identify with the
poem.
"Other people came up to me after
the reading and said that they

wished that their mother was like
that," she said.
For Sutton. poetry is her fashion
of relaxing and it helps her live with
the hectic life of a college professor.
"It's a way of coping with the
world. It helps me make sense of the
world. My poetry brings the world
into view. It enriches my life,"
Sutton said.
_ "I don't seem to have much free
time. I 'm always grading freshman
theme papers. I work a lot on my
poetry. I try to jot down a few lines
every day and try to polish them up.
I like to play tennis whenever I can.
I also try to write my daughters as
much as I can," she said.
According to Sutton, the average
student at the university is afraid
of poetry, a fear that is unfounded.
"They may have had a bad
experience with some poems and
they shy away. I would like to see
more interest in poetry by the
students. I would also like to have
a course on writing and reading
poetry." Sutton said.

There comes a time in your life
when you suddenly realize that
you're growing up. and there's
nothing you can do to force nature
to hurry the process along, nor to
postpone it.
Some feel that when they hit their
18th birthday, they magically
become as mature aa they're going
to get.
Personally, I believed that one
naturally-specified day, I would
become an adult.
I never stopped to ponder on the
idea, that maturity comes in stages.
Since then, I' ve come to realize,
it's a painstaking walk through dayto-day life that takes or demands a
person's childhood innocence.
r
"I can remember the first time I
realized this incredibly scary
stepping process was beginning for
me.
I was an avid fan of Seventeen, a
magazine primarily targeted for
13-to 18-year-olds.
Bach month of those five years, I
remember waiting anxiously for my
monthly subscription to the
magazine to arrive.
Generally, it came the third week
of every month. For every day of
that week, I would run eagerly to
our black, rusty mailbox to receive
mv issue.
Then one day in my senior year of
high school, I stepped off the bus.
instinctively I knew, the magazine
had arrived. Slowly, I approached
the mailbox.
And sure enough, it held my
Seventeen. I reached slowly into the
entrance way, as if the magazine
wasn't even there, or at least not an
important part of my life anymore.
After about 30 minutes, I tore off
its brown mail cover, and proceeded
to flip through it casually.
I turned page after page with a
minimum of excitement. My
13-year-old sister Vanessa crashed
through the door veiling, "Did it get
here today, sis?'
At that very moment in time, I
realized that I had outgrown the
publication and it was time to move
on.
It was then I realized I had taken
another step into my quest for
adulthood.
It's funny, sometimes when I look
back only a couple of years, and I
realize just how much I 've changed.
Mv views on issues, such as

OR I L E Y
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Pitchers $2.50
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TUESDAYS
3 for I
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Darenda Dennis
education, popularity contests, and
my values, have changed.
I used to feel that my wardrobe
was the most important item in a
"popularity contest."
However, with time, I've grown to
realize what's inside and now you
relate to your environment and the
people in it is what's important.
Sadly enough. I 've even outgrown
friends, who haven't taken steps
quite as quickly as I.
Even for those that 1 love, such
as family members, I've come to take a different, more perceptual,
look at them.
Of course, there are those friends
who seem to have almost had
"maturity" dropped into their lives
by necessity rather than choice. On
the opposite end of the table, there
are those who refuse to let go of
their childhood whims and actions.
1 think for myself to be happy
with who I am and where I want to
be. I'd like to somehow straddle the
fence and hit a happy medium.
There are a lot of childhood
dreams and fantasies that I should
shuck, but there are so many more
that I should just latch on to and
never let go until I' m there.
One of my childhood dreams that
I m still holding on tightly to, is to
be successful in whatever I choose
to do with my career.
To some, that may not seem to be
an average kid's dream, but think
about it - it is.
Every kid wants to be the best
football player, the best speller, the
fastest runner, the highest jumper,
the most looked up to and the bestliked person in his or her class.
I'm happy to pull that dream, or
enthusiasm, or whatever it is, over
to my adult life.
Children are naturally honest and
optimistic, and again, those are two
traits that I try hard to clench onto
as I cross over.
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Sports
Raiders
go 8-0;
top poll

Colonels win
home finale
By Mike Mum
Sport. editor
For some time, the university's
athletic department has used the
slogan, "A Matter of Pride." Last
Saturday, the Colonels found out
just how much pride mattered to
Coach Roy Kidd.
Kidd had said the game against
Tennessee Technological University
was an opportunity to restore the
team's pride, suffering this season
because of three losses.
They came through with 36-17
win over the'Golden Eagles before
7.800 fans, who saw the last home
game for the Colonels' nine seniors.
Making their final appearance
before the home folks were Keith
Bosley, Ron Davis, Jay Henderson,
Isaiah Hill. Joe Mauntel. Robert
Palmer, Bobby Scannell, Joe
Spadafino and Jeff Walker.
They probably know more about
the Colonel pride than most of the
team, having been part of the
undefeated 1982 team and two other
playoff teams.
The Colonels are a long shot, at
best, to make the playoffs this year,
but they are still shooting for a
strong finish and an 8-3 record
They moved one step closer to
that record with a win over a
struggling Tech squad.
They were paced once again by
the running game, which produced
462 rushing yards. Taibacks James
Crawford and Elroy Harris
accounted for 333 of those yards.
Crawford led all rushers with 187
yards in 20 carries, and Harris
carried the ball 22 tines for 146
yards. Fullback Vic Parks earned 66
yards in 12 attempts.
Crawford's efforts put him over
the 1,000-yard mark for the season,
and Harris currently has 783 yards.
No team in Ohio Valley Conference
has ever had two 1,000y ard rushers
on the same team.
Meanwhile, Tech's wishbone
offense, which is built around the
run, gave them just 179 yards.

Fullback Eddie Hay ward gained 42
yards, and was outrushed by the
quarterback.
The teams' passing games were
almost nonexistent, as two Tech
quarterbacks combined for 19
yards. The Colonels' Mike Whitaker
was 3-for-S with 24 yards passing.
The Colonels opened the game in
convincing fashion with a scoring
drive on their first possession, as
they marched into a 20 mph wind
that didn't let up all day.
The opening score came on a
19-yard run by Harris just over four
minutes into the game.
On the ensuing kickoff, Dale
Dawson's lack climbed to a point
over the 30-yard line, and died in the
wind. Tech returner David Mixon
called for a fair catch at his own 28.
On their third possession, the
Golden Eagles got on the
scoreboard with a 2-yard run by
quarterback Brent Fisher, who
rushed for 63 yards but passed for
only 13.
Bizarre plays continued for the
Colonels as they had another
scoring opportunity.
Parks was handed the ball on the
play from the 4-yard line. He got
three of those yards before
fumbling. The ball rolled into the
end zone, where offensive tackle
Bosley was watching
the
proceedings.
Bosley then fell on the ball for the
first touchdown of his college career.
"I saw the ball rolling and I fell on
it," he said.
Almost instantly, comparisons to
William "Refrigerator" Perry of the
National Football League's Chicago
Bears could be heard.
Rest easy. Kidd said after the
game there are no immediate plans
for Bosley to line up in the hackfield.
Crawford said he is "not worried"
about Bosley taking his job.
Following Bosley's score.
Dawson's extra point sailed away
with the wind, but the Colonels still
led 13-7.
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Progress photo/Rob Carr

Elroy Harris, left, escapes Tennessee Tech's defenders
Tech's next possession resulted in
a Sean McGuire interception of a
pass deflected by Robert Williams.
On their next chance, they got it
right. Fisher took another keeper
into the end zone from 3 yards out
and the extra point gave the Golden
Eagles a 14-13 lead.
However, the Colonels matched
that score before the half ended. An
11-play drive ended as Harris
literally walked into the end zone
from 3 yards out.
Harris also ran in a 2-point.
conversion attempt to give the
Colonels a 21-14 halftone lead.
Tech's first possession of the
second half resulted in a 47-yard
field goal by Greg Maysonet, the
only score of the third quarter, to
draw his team within four points.
The fullback position gave the
Colonels a pair of fourth quarter
touchdowns to ice the win.
Parks followed a 10-yard
reception with a 1-yard run to put
his team up by seven.
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just five passes, but the wind and
the running game changed the
plans.
"We were having such great
success running the ball, why throw
it?" Kidd asked.
Kidd seemed happy that Bosley
had the chance to score in his final
home game. "He couldn't have
planned it better," Kidd said.
Bosley said the win gave the team
a boost. "We needed this win really
bad for morale," he said.
Crawford also said the game was
important. "It meant a lot because
we wanted to keep our record up,"
he said.
The Colonels next play Saturday
at Morehead State University.
Although the Eagles are winless in
the OVC. Kidd expects a battle.
Last year, the Colonels lost ■
34-13 half time lead, but came back
in the fourth quarter to win 48-38.
Kickoff for Saturday's game at
Morehead's Jayne Stadium is 1:30
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custom picture framing
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David Hensley later scored from
15 yards out to round out the
game's scoring.
After the game, Kidd said his
players and coaches "had their
heads down" last week.
But the Colonels got out of the
gate well with the first drive, which
Kidd said was "too easy."
Kidd gambled in the second
quarter on a fourth-and-one
situation. Parks got the ball, and he
came up a few inches short of th<
first down.
Kidd said mistakes kept Tech in
the game in the first half. The two
Golden Eagle touchdowns followed
a Colonel fumble and a turnover on
downs.
However, Kidd said the team
bounced back to play well the rest
of the day. "I didn't think if we
played like we were capable of
playing, they could stop us," Kidd
said.
Kidd said it was certainly not in
the Colonels' game plan to throw

By Mike Mareee
Sport- editor
While the Colonels' football team
rolled over Tennessee Tech last
weekend, the three teams above
them in the Ohio Valley Conference
standings also enjoyed a victory.
Middle Tennessee retained their
No. 1 position in the NCAA
Division I-AA poll with a 41-9 win
over Western Kentucky.
The non-conference win improved
their record to 8-0. They remain on
top in the OVC at 5-0.
Tailback Gerald Anderson rushed
for 154 yards in 18 carries to pace
the Blue Raiders. Anderson also
scored three touchdowns.
Quarterback Marvin Collier
completed eight of nine passes for
110 yards and rushed for 83 yards
on 17 carries.
Second-place Akron stayed one
game behind Middle Tennessee in
the OVC race with a 30-6 win over
Youngstown State.
Zips' split end Willie Davis
caught five passes for 124 yards
with two touchdowns.
Youngstown scored only on a
safety resulting from a blocked punt
and a field goal.
Akron is now 4-1 in the conference
and 7-2 overall. They are tied for
seventh in the Division I-AA poll.
Murray State moved to 7-2-1 and
into the No. 11 slot with a 14-6 win
at Austin Peay. Quarterback Kevin
Sisk completed 12 of 16 passes for
102 yards.
Sisk suffered a neck injury in the
first half and was taken to a
hospital, but he returned to the
game in the fourth quarter.
The conference championship will
be on the line Saturday when Middle
Tennessee travels to Akron to take
on the Zips in a night game.
Other games find the Colonels at
Morehead State and Austin Peay at
Tennessee Tech.
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Hockey team
finds leader
By Margaret Crabb
and
MlkeMaraw
The success of the university's
field hockey team this season has
made Carol Van Winkle, a junior
midfielder, glad about her decision
to come from New Jersey to attend
the university.
Van Winkle and the Colonels
finished with a record of 10-8-2.
They concluded their season with
two wins and two losses in the
Midwest Invitational Postseason
Tournament at Carbondale, III.
According to head coach Lynne
Marvel, Van Winkle's change of
attitude is the key to her improved
performance.
Harvel said Van Winkle came into
her freshman season with the
Colonels with the idea that she
would be spending time watching
the action from the sidelines.
Consequently, Harvel said she
was somewhat "laid back" during
practices.
Harvel said she soon told Van
Winkle she had the potential to
start for the Colonels, and Van
Winkle's attitude changed almost
immediately.

"She was starting within a week,"
Harvel said "She doesn't always
know how much ability she has."
"I don't think she was committed
to the program," she said of Van
Winkle's early career. But Harvel
stressed that Van Winkle does have
a commitment now.
Van Winkle agreed that her
attitude has not always been what
it is now. She said she had a good
attitude after she began starting as
a freshman, but things went
wrong" during her second year.
Van Winkle said as an
upperclassman, she has a
responsibility to set an example for
younger players.
"My whole attitude reflects
on ... freshmen and sophomores."
Van Winkle said.
"She's really setting a good
example for our younger players,"
Harvel said.
Van Winkle said she expects to
assume a leadership role in her
senior season. "I do hope they
consider me as a leader," she said.
"This is our year," Van Winkle
said. "Everyone is really great this
year. We have some really talented
freshmen."

Panel debates
local coverage
of Colonels
Hoar
Progress photo/Alan White

Carol Van Winkle plays midfield for the Colonels
In addition to the new players.
Van Winkle attributes the
improvement from last year's 7-13
record to a greater sense of
cooperation. "This year, we are
working together more as a. team
and things are really starting to
come together."
Van Winkle said she has enjoyed
attending the university, "but when
we are having a year Eke this one,
it's especially fun." She said it has

made for a greater sense of
camaraderie within the team, both
on and off the field.
Van Winkle has been playing
hockey since the 7th grade. After
graduation from high school in New
Jersey, she won an athletic
scholarship to the university.
Van Winkle, a physical education
major, said she would definitely like
to coach hockey at a high school or
college upon graduating.

Colonels end season in tournament
By Mike Mi
Sports editor
The university's field hockey
team closed out the 1985 season
with an appearance in the Midwest
Invitational
Postseason
Tournament at Carbondale, 111.
Coach Lynne Harvel's team won
two of its four matches last weekend
and came away with a fifth-place
finish. The Colonels finished the
season with a record of 10-8-2.
The tournament, hosted by
Southern Illinois University, gives
teams not invited to the National
Collegiate Athletic Association's
championship tournament a chance
to compete for a regional title in
postseason play.
The Colonels opened the double
elimination tournament Friday
morning with the University of
Louisville, a team they have had
their way against this season.
The Colonels came away with a
3-1 win over U of L. "They weren't
very much in the game," Harvel
said of the Cardinals.
The three goals came from Sue
Zimmerman, Carol Van Winkle and
Traci Thompson.
The team then advanced in the
winners' bracket to meet host
Southern Illinois later in the same
day.
It was the first game of the
tournament for Southern Illinois,
who blanked the Colonels 3-0.
Harvel said both teams played well,
although the lopsided score doesn't
indicate that.

"Our team as a whole played real
well," Harvel said, adding that the
opponents old not dominate the
game.
The Colonels moved to the losers'
bracket, where they were next
matched against the University of
Notre Dame
The Colonels were eliminated
from the championship round with
a 1-0 loss.
"We came out real fiat," Harvel
said. She said Notre Dame
dominated the first 15 minutes of
the game, but they could not
produce a goal.
According to Harvel, the Colonels
came around in the second half, but
the Fighting Irish put in a.goal on
a fast break play.
The goal came on a 2-on-l
situation, and Harvel said it may
have been the first time this season
the Colonels have given up on the
fast break.
The Colonels had a chance to
return for a match to determine the
fifth-place team, and their opponent
was once again U of L.
Robin Young, Van Winkle,
Thompson and Robin Blair scored
goals for the Colonels in the final
game, as they came away with a 4-2
win.
Harvel said she was pleased with
the improvement the team has
shown from last season's 7-13
record, a year she called a
"disaster."
"I'm certainly not satisfied with
the season, but I'm pleased with the
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improvement from last year,"
Harvel said
She said near the end of last
season, the team was saying "Wait
'til next year." Harvel told them at
about midseason. "This is next
year."
According to Harvel, some of this
season's most improved players
were Van Winkle, goalkeeper
Siobhan Devlin, defenders Kelly
Finley and Maria Vertone and
attacker Sue Zimmerman.

Van Winkle said the team's
success has come because they are
more balanced team this year. She
said in recent years the Colonels
have relied on a couple of
outstanding players leading a group
of mostly "average" players.
This year, however, she said the
entire team consists of "above
average" players, but no one stands
out above anyone else. "Everybody
is so much more equal," Van Winkle
said.

Exhibition to be held
The game will be held Tuesday at
7:30 p.m. in Alumni Coliseum. The
opposition will be provided by an
armed forces team from Ft. Hood.
Texas.
The Colonels' men's basketball
team will participate in the
"Turkey" Hughes Memorial Game,
an exhibition game to benefit the
American Cancer Society.
After expenses are paid, proceeds
from the game will go to the ACS,
which is sponsoring the "Athletes
Against Cancer" event. According

to Ann Martin, one of the organizers
of the game, 98 percent of the
money ACS receives from the event
will be used in Kentucky.
Students will not be admitted for
free. General admission tickets are
II for students and S2 for the
general public, and are available at
the door the evening of the game.
Coach Max Good said the visiting
team should provide strong
competition for the Colonels, adding
that they are better than many of
the teams on the regular season
schedule.

Tlien get in on the ground floor in our undergraduate officer
commissioning program. You could start planning on a career
like the men in this ad have . And also haw some great
advantages like
■ Earning $100 a month during the school year
■ As a freshman or sophomore,
you could complete your basic train
ing during two six-week summer
sessions and earn more dun $1100
during each session

You might call it a self-study.
Maybe even a gripe session, a
chance to air out some dirty
laundry. Or maybe it was an
organized argument.
Whatever the terminology, it was
an educational hour Monday night
at a panel discussion called
"Covering the Colonels."
The forum, sponsored by the
Society of Professional Journalists,
matched a panel of four persons
connected with university athletics
with a four-member panel made up
of representatives from area media
outlets.
That's a scary thought, isn't it?
Actually, things remained pretty
much in order while yours truly had
the luxury of sitting in the audience
and taking it all in.
Some interesting questions were
raised, and several of the panelists
brought out some good points Had
time permitted, more questions and
points would surely have followed.
For those who weren't on hand,
and there were many, I present a
sampling of the discussion, along
with 2 cents extra.
The first question dealt with
whether or not the local media does
an adequate job in promoting
university sports.
Women's basketball coach Dianne
Murphy said promotion was not the
primary purpose of the media,
although coaches always like to see
coverage of their teams in print and
on the air.
Murphy indicated that promotion
of a team automatically follows
when that team has "a winning
product."
"We need to do a better job of
promoting," Murphy said of the
athletic department She also
indicated the need for a full-time
promotions specialist at the
university.
"It's still frustrating when you
can't get covered," she said.
Assistant sports information
director Jack Frost also expressed
the need for a promotions specialist.
Frost said his office provides the
press with more than "hype" on
Colonel teams, because of the
danger of losing credibility.
He said women's sports,
particularly basketball and
volleyball, are being slighted in
coverage by outside media.
"I don't feel the media gives them
what they deserve." Frost said.
Now, let's review. First, I agree
with Murphy's statement that
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Out
In left field

Mike Marsee

promotion is not the responsibility
of the media.
As Murphy has probably learned
after last year's 18-9 season, the
best way to get a program promoted
is to have a winning program.
Another of the major issues
discussed was whether athletes
should be treated differently than
any average citizen if they run afoul
of the law
The subject came up because of a
recent incident involving some
members of the football team and
members of a campus fraternity.
Coach Roy Kidd said the story
should not have received the
coverage it got in this newspaper.
"I don't think it ought to hit the
headlines just because he's an
athlete," Kidd said. "It gives the
whole team a black eye."
Kidd added that amateur athletes
shouldn't be regarded by the press
as public figures.
You've got to be kidding. If an
athlete is representing a school in
competition, people will see him and
they'll want to know what he's up
to, whether it's winning a
championship or breaking the law.
If a series of fights occurs on
campus, I expect to read about it.
It doesn't matter if it involves the
football team, the faculty or my
roommate. I want to know what ■
happening.
Frost later said there is too much
negativism in sports reporting. He
said we never hear of the good
things that happen.
But if we ran a story that said
about 200 university athletes had
not gotten into trouble last week,
would you read it?
Still later. Gene McLean of the
Lexington Herald-Leader said news
stories on sports figures should be
handled by a paper's news
department.
This brings me to a question
which will be explored in this space
in the forseeable future When does
sports become news?

■ Juniors earn more than $1900 during one ten-week
summer session
■ You can take free civilian flying lessons
■ You're commissioned upon graduation
If you're looking to move up quickly, look into the Marine Corps
undergraduale officer commissioning program. You could
stan off making more
than $17,000 ayear.
We're lookingtora tew Hoodmen.

Wanttomove
up quickly?

624-1193

STEJIKHOUSS

Every Thursday Night is
Student Faculty Night
10 "Percent D'isCdtftft' with EJK.U. I.D.

BURGER

KING

All Breakfast Sandwiches
1

/2 price

See (apt Reckart at the Powell Building (Downstairs) November 21-22 or call 502-637-9704.
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Blue Raiders
picked to win

Lady Colonels
chosen third
in conference
By Mike Marsee
Sport, editor
Middle
Tennessee
State
University is once again the team to
beat in 1965-86. according to the
Ohio Valley Conference women's
basketball coaches.
The Lady Raiders received seven
of a possible eight first-place votes
in the preseason coaches' poll.
Tennessee Technological University
was given one vote.
The rebuilding Lady Colonels
were picked by the consensus of
OVC coaches to finish third,
although three of the eight coaches
gave them sixth-place votes.
The
conference
coaches
commented on their teams' outlook
for the coming season at the annual
OVC Basketball Press Day held last
Thursday in Lexington.
The teams are listed here in their
predicted order of finish
Middle Tennessee coach Larry
In in an said he was honored to see
his team picked to win, but he said
it may also be a burden on them.
The Lady Raiders won their third
straight OVC title and finished 23-7
last year. This year, they play seven
of their first 10 games against
teams in last year's Top 20.
They return All-OVC guard Kim
Webb, who Inman said is "as good
as you'll see anywhere." Also
returning is 6-4 Kay Willbanks and
6-2 Cyncu Allen, coming back from
a knee injury.
Tennessee Tech coach Marynell
Meadors boasts the return of all five
starters, including the OVC's
leading scorer, Cheryl Taylor, who
averaged 18.4 points. Taylor
participated in the National Sports
Festival over the summer.
Forward Chris Moye, who
Meadors said is the same caliber
layer as Webb, also returns for the
olden Eaglettea. She is joined by
forward Michele Bishop and guards
Tammy Burton and Michelle
Holloway.
Although Tech finished 20-9 last
year and earned an abiarge bid to
the National Collegiate Athletic
Association tournament, Meadors
wants more. "I'm tired of being a
bridesmaid," she said. Tech's
schedule features eight conference
champions.
Coming off the best season in the
team's history at 18-9, Lady
Colonels' coach Diame Murphy
now faces a major rebuilding
project. "We've gone from being a
very good basketball team ... to
being an inUresting team," she said,
indicating her surprise at being
picked third
The rebuilding Lady Colonels
return just one starter, guard
Angela Fletcher. Also coming back
are two six-footers, senior Margy
Shelton and sophomore Carla
Coffey.
They will get no help from their
schedule, as they play nine games
on their home court.
Murray State University's Lady
Racers look to enjoy the first
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winning season in the team's
history, according to head coach
Bud Childers.
He said its 10-18 record may not
show it, but the team improved
tremendously.
Senior guards Melody Ottinger
and Shawna Smith return as cocaptains of a young Lady Racer
team.
Second-year coach Loretta
Marlow is counting heavily on
junior college transfers to shore up
her Morehead State University
squad.
Shelia Bradford and Tina Napier,
transfers from Lee's Junior College,
and Lynn Miner join the Lady
Kagles, who return just one starter.
That starter is guard Tiphanie
Bates. She joins guard Janice
Towles and 6-5 Melissa Ireton in
providing much of the team's
experience.
Austin Peay State University's
roster is badly depleted The Lady
Govs are down to eight players,
with one walk-on coming and three
joining the team in January.
Coach Marvin William's returnees
include the team's leading scorer,
forward Dorothy Taylor, and
guards Kristal Holmes and Sherry
Sullins.
Last year's 19-9 mark was the
best record in the Lady Govs'
history.
Youngstown State University
coach Ed DiGregorio is hoping a
.strong recruiting class will boost the
Lady Penguins above seventh place.
They return senior Danielle
Carson, who averaged 17.3 points
and seven rebounds last year. The
remainder of the team consists of
five sophomores, seven freshmen
and one walc-on senior.
"We will not finish last,"
DiGregorio said.
Despite returning 11 lettermen.
the University of Akron is picked to
make a return trip to the conference
basement. Coach John Street said
the team must rebound better and
cut down on mistakes to be
successful.
"We would like not to be an
automatic two wins for everybody
else in the conference," Street said.
Though they finished 9-18 last year,
the Lady Zips were 1-13 in the OVC.
The Lady Zips returnet s are led
by junior center Susan Dob. h The
roster consists of three freshmen,
eight sophomores, four juniors and
just one senior.
The preseason first team All-OVC
picks include two Middle Tennessee
players, Webb and Willbanks, and
two Tennessee Tech players, Cheryl
Taylor and Moye.
Webb and Taylor were unanimous
choices for the team. Youngstown
State's Carson rounded out the first
team.
The second team consists of
Austin I'eay's Dorothy Taylor,
Allen of Middle Tennessee, Ottinger
of Murray, Towles of Morehead and
Dorothy Bowers of Youngstown
State.

By Mike Maraee

Filling it up

Progress photo/Chris Niblock

Antonio Parris fired a jump shot in Saturday's Maroon-White
scrimmage at Alumni Coliseum. Parris scored 22 ports and Lewis
Spence added 26 to lead the White squad to a 109-68 win. Jeff
McGill paced the Maroons with 19 points.

Spikers win again
over Tennessee
By Mike M
Sports editor
The Colonels' volleyball team split
two recent matches as it continued
to pursue a postseason tournament
bid.
On Nov. 6, the Colonels defeated
the University of Tennessee for the
second time this season, this time on
the Volunteers' home court in front
of over 500 fans.
Coach Geri Polvino's team then
lost its final home match of the
regular season to Miami (Ohio)
University Monday night.
The Colonels' improved their
ranking in the South Region from
loth to ninth with a 15-12. 12-15.
15-12. 15-12 win over Tennessee.
Polvino said the bench "worked
magic for us," led by the play of
Mary Granger, who "gave us the
momentum we needed."
Lisa Tecca racked up a hitting
percentage of .400 to lead the team,
and Deb Winkler added 30 defensive
digs, and. according to Polvino,
several key blocks.
"Cathy Brett set one of the most
outstanding matches of her career.
I didn't realize that until I . . .
watched the tapes." Polvino said.
Polvino said the difference in the
match was the two teams' level of
confidence.
Monday night, the Colonels
honored three seniors who played
their last regular season match at
home. Debbi Dingman, Ten Oman
and Tecca were presented with roses
before the match.
However, once the match began.

the Colonels came out cold, and the
Redskins won 15-8. 15-7. 15-4 in a
romp.
Assistant coach Linda Dawson
said afterward that the Colonels had
problems with Miami's transition
game and with its serving
"We weren't able to adjust
defensively to what they were
doing," she said.
Polvino agreed. "We haven't
played a team that runs as quick an
offense off the transition as Miami,"
she said.
Boykins agreed. "It took us too
long to adjust to what they were
doing," she said.
"We didn't play well as a team,"
team captain Brett said. "We've
forgotten how to fight when we're
behind," Polvino said.
She said the team kept waiting for
their usual game plan to fit in
somewhere in the match.
" I f we do certain things, we know
eventually we're going to win," she
said.
"The key is still Penn State," she
said. The Colonels will meet Penn
State University and the University
of Kentucky this weekend in
Lexington.
"We'll bounce back. We learned
our lesson," Brett said.

Sport* editor
Defending
Ohio
Valley
Conference tournament champion
Middle Tennessee State University
has been picked by the conference
coaches to win the league in
1985-86
The Blue Raiders. 17-14 last
season, received six out of a possible
eight first-place votes. Tennessee
Technological Univeraity and
Austin Peay State Univeraity,
picked to finish second and third,
respectively, got one vote each for
the top spot.
Coach Max Good's Colonels were
voted fifth place. Three coaches
gave them third-place votes, but
two others said they would finish
eighth.
The Colonels' Antonio Parris. a
6-2 senior guard who was hampered
by a sprained ankle much of last
season, was voted to the preseason
All-OVC first team.
The eight conference oaches
previewed their teams last
Thursday at the annual OVC Press
Day in Lexington. A look at each
team is given here in the teams'
predicted order of finish.
Middle Tennessee finished last
season with a 7-7 record in the OVC,
but they came through at the end to
win the OVC tournament They also
ot the automatic bid to the
f!ational Collegiate Athletic
Association tournament where they
were beaten by the University of
North Carolina in the first round.
Second-year coach Bruce Stewart
has a strong foundation to begin
this season on. "If I had to choose
one man to build a team around. I
would choose Kim Cooksey." he
said.
Cooksey, a senior, averaged 17.3
points from the guard position. He
is joined by sophomore forward
Kerry Hammonds, who averaged
13.8 points and 8 rebounds as a
freshman.
Tennessee Tech won the regular
season OVC title, finishing 11-3 in
the conference. Their 19-9 overall
mark earned them a berth in the
National Invitation Tournament,
where they lost by three points to
the University of Tennessee.
The Golden Eagles returning
roster features 1985 OVC Player of
the Year Stephen Kite. Kite, a 6-6
senior, averaged 16.3 points and 7.6
rebounds last season.
"I hope we can compete for the
conference championship." said
Tech coach Tom Deaton, last year's
OVC Coach of the Year. "Our
players and fans and coaches all
enjoyed what happened to our team
last year."
Lake Kelly returns to the helm of
Austin Peay's Governors after an
absence of six seasons, two of which
he spent as an assistant at the
University of Kentucky.
Kelly admitted that he had not

seen six of his players in action
before preseason practice began last
month. "I really at this point don't
know how they can play." he said.
Kelly has been receiving much of
the attention since his return, but
the game still needs players, too.
One of the key players for the
Governors is senior swingman
Robert Biggers, last year's leading
scorer at 13.3 points per game.
However, the team has seven new
players, who Kelly said are "totally
out of it."
Morehead State University
finished in the cellar with a 2-12
conference record, but they still
earned a fourth-place pick. Coach
Wayne Martin said he is "flattered
and honored" by the selection.
However, this year the Eagles
return a player many consider the
best big man in the OVC. Bob
McCann. a 6-9 junior, averaged 17.1
points and 9.7 rebounds last season.
and Martin will be counting on
McCann to anchor the team.
Also returning is junior forward
Willie Feldhaus. brother of former
Colonel Allen Feldhaus, whoisrfjgw
a graduate assistant for the Eagles.
The Colonels expect a healthy
Parris to ease the pain of the loss of
all their experienced inside players.
Three-year
starter
John
DeCamillis also returns to the
Colonel backcourt as point guard. A
newcomer at guard is sophomore
Jeff McGill, a transfer from Wake
Forest University.
Murray State University begins a
new era with first-year coach Steve
Newton and 11 new players.
Newton, a former assistant with
the Racers, said he will try to
"retain the winning system,' but
with his own "new ideas and
concepts."
After tying the Colonels for
second place last year, Youngstown
State University lost six seniors.
Leading the returnees is senior
guard Bruce Timko, who led the
Penguins in assists with 136 and
averaged 8.2 points.
Finally, the University of Akron
is picked to finish last although they
return three starters, including
seniors James Merchant and Doug
Schutz.
The Zips return 10 players from
last season's 12-14 club, which
finished sixth in the OVC at 6-8.
"We've got people who believe in
what we're doing," said head coach
Bob Huggins.
In addition to Parris. the first
team All-OVC squad consists of
Tech's Kite, Middle Tennessee's
Cooksey and McCann of Morehead,
all of whom were unanimous
choices, and the Blue Raiders'
Hammonds.
The second team includes Biggers
of Austin Peay, Murray's Chuck
Glass and Zedric Mackin, Merchant
of Akron and Middle Tennessee's
James Johnson.
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School
officials
to visit

Exchange experiment
tried for hall assistants

By Becky Bottom.
Staff writer
Career
Development
ajid
Placement will be sponsoring the
Kentucky School Showcase Nov. 15
in order for education majors to
interview with various school
systems.
Art Harvey, assistant director of
CD&P, said the showcase will
consist of 20 to 30 representatives
from school systems in Kentucky.
These representatives will have
tables set up in the Keen Johnson
Ballroom to talk informally with
students interested in teaching, he
said.
"The showcase is to inform and
interest students as to what schools
are looking for in teachers," he said.
Students will have an opportunity
to see many schools and compare
what they want and what is offered,
said Harvey.
Harvey also said he thought the
showcase will benefit students
because it will help them make
better informed decisions about
where they want to teach.
"I think the showcase will show
students what opportunities are
available in their geographical
area," said Harvey.
This showcase will be the
university's second, according to
Harvey. "Last year we had a good
turnout; I think the schools and
students were pleased with the
showcase," said Harvey.
According to Harvey, around 200
students attended the showcase last
year and CD&P is expecting an
equal or better turnout this year.
"The student evaluations of the
showcase last year showed that
they were pleased about the
program, so we expect them to
return," said Harvey.
Mary Cloud, a junior education
major from Ludlow, said she
attended last year's showcase and
plans to return this year.
Cloud also said the showcase
might help her decide what type or
size school in which she would like
to teach.
Along with information about the
schools, the showcase will help
students learn about filling out
applications and doing interviews,
said Cloud.
Harvey amid about six schools will
be staying during the afternoon to
conduct interviews for interested
students.
"All students from freshmen to
graduate students are welcome and
we hope they will attend," he said.

By Becky Bottoms
comfortable with the idea." said are a lot more lenient." said
Staff writer
Rader.
Lambers.
The new resident assistant
The reaction on her hall was a
Lambers also said female RAs
exchange program is designed to positive one, according to Rader.
would see how male dorms are run
allow RAs to visit dorms of the
"Most of the girls just thought it efficiently, but with less tension.
opposite sex and see how different would be fun to have a guy RA for
Rader said she thinks the
housing situations are treated in an hour a week,'' she said.
exchange will benefit all those
those dorms, said April Rader, a
Lisa
Lambers, a junior involved.
senior
math
major
from occupational therapy major from
"The RAs will get confidence in
JeffersonviBe, Ind.
Union, is a member of Rader's floor. dealing with the opposite sex and
Rader is an RA in Clay Hall and
"I think it's a good idea because the residents will feel more at ease
ia now working with other RAs on it will help with co-ed housing. It in a male/female non-dating
the RA exchange program.
will also show the guys how girls' situation," she said.
Rader said she was in favor of the dorms are run. because I think guy*
program when she and other RAs
heard of it about a month ago.
"I think it will help improve RA
relationships across the campus,"
said Rader.
She also said she thinks the
exchange wil help prepare RAs and
students for co-ed housing, when
implemented at the university.
The RA exchange program has
many purposes, states a handout for
By Amy Wolf ford
RAs participating in the exchange. '
not happen in other halls.
News editor
It was given to them by the
Baehner, an industrial technology
Five resident assistants in
residence hall programming office.
graphic arts major from Ft. Wright,
said he was fired as an RA because
The program will develop a Commonwealth Hall turned in their
he had been caught drinking on his
positive, mature attitude among resignations last week because of
floor.
floor residents toward the opposite violations of staff policy, according
sex in a non-dating environment, if to Administrator/Counselor Charles
Baehner said he was the third RA
the program is carried out Macke.
caught in violation of policy, but the
"It was a staff policy violation, of
effectively, the handout states.
first one fired:
Champ, a computer science major
Another basic goal of the program staff concern, and it is not
appropriate
for
me
to
talk
about
it,"
from Mason. Ohio, said, "I made a
is to teach the RA to get the
mistake and was asked to resign. I
exchange floor to view him or her as he said.
All five RAs will be able to
a friend, not just a member of the
understand what happened and
reapply for a position at a later date,
. opposite sex.
accept it.
he
said.
Greg Darst, a RA at Keene Hall,
"Mv only regret is that one
RAs are students in charge of
mistake cost me my job and cost the
is currently involved in the program
university a good RA." he said.
and said he expects to benefit from floor supervision in the dorms.
Dan Bertsos, coordinator of
Frey said, "I admit I am guilty of
the exchange.
Darst, a senior from Louisville, Residence Hall Programming,
breaking a university regulation,"
refused
comment
on
the
situation.
said, "I think it will help me become
but felt the original punishment of
The five RAs resigning from their
more familiar with the things that
being suspended for two weeks was
more fair.
are done in other halls and see how positions in Commonwealth Hall
are: Jeff HeDraan. 20; Rod Baehner.
"I can't understand why they
things are handled."
19;
Chris
Champ.
20;
Paul
Prey.
20.
would fire five RAs from what they
He also said he thought it would
benefit the residents in his hall and Chris Mover. 22.
heard as second-hand information,"
"I was forced to resign or they
because it will give them more
said the junior psychology major
would fire me," said Hellman. a
respect for the job of their RA.
from Louisville.
junior
psychology
major
from
Moyer said, "It's a shame this
Lisha Hurt, assistant adhappened from hearsay.
ministrator/counselor of Telford Edgewood
According to Hellman, the
Hall, said the reaction in her hall to
"It would be like going up to
situation arose when one RA told
the exchange was a positive one.
"Many RAs here liked the idea Macke about the violations of everyone and asking if you'd ever
done anything, even cooking, and
and I think it will improve others.
"I understand why I was fired, you'd be gone because you cooked
relationships," she said
said
the
police
The only requirement for RAs is but I don't like the circumstances" once,"
major
from
they must be willing to give up one and don't think another RA should administration
hour a week to be on their exchange have "spilled his guts" on policies Landisburg, Pa.
Macke said he expected the
violated much earlier, Hellman said.
floor, said Rader.
positions
to be filled by the end of
He
also
said
he
found
it
hard
to
Rader said she also had to go to
every member of her hall and make believe staff violation of policy does this week.
sure everyone approved of the
exchange before the male RA could
come to her floor.
"Since the male RA will be
staying in my room and acting as
the floor RA, I had to make sure
everyone on my hall was

5 RAs lose jobs
over violations

Progress photo/Chris Nlbtock

Off and running

It may not be the ordinary way to get from one point to another
but 2nd Lt. Lee Howard rappeled down the front of the Begley
Building while Master Sgt. James Williams, left, and junior cadet
Keith Lynch watch.

Senators said ineligible
By Jay Carey
Managing editor

Two student senators were recently declared ineligible and another
resigned due to scheduling conflicts,
according to Jon Marshall, elections
chairman.
Marshall said Jack Wade was
elected Sept. 24 to represent the College of Business, but was recently
declared ineligible, while Noel
Perkins, a representative of the College of Applied Arts and
Technology, was also declared
ineligible.
According to Marshall, both were
notified of their ineligibili ty within
the past couple of weeks.
He said Peggy McNab, a senator
representing the College of Health,
Physical Education, Recreation and
Athletics, resigned last week.
Marshall said she resigned
because of a Tuesday night scheduling conflict.
According to Marshall a student
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The Eastern Progress
is seeking

YOUR PERFECT GIFT CAN BE
MADE OR PURCHASED AT...
SOUTHERN HILLS PLAZA

must be a full-time student, have a
2.26 grade point average and not be
on undated suspension to be eligible
for senate.
Marshall said a list of candidates
was checked for eligibility requirements prior to the election, but
the names slipped by.
"I don't know how they got by,"
Marshall said. "We don't check
them.
"Doc (Dr. Thomas Myers, vice
president of Student Affairs) checks
for GPA and full-time status and
Dean Allen (J. Howard Allen, Dean
of Student Development) checks for
eligibility," Marshall said.
Another student, John Heimer
dinger, was declared ineligible immediately following the September
elections.
Heimerdinger said he appealed his
case to a disciplinary board, but was
not allowed to personally present
his appeal. His appeal was rejected.

$8 To $10 Per Visit

Deadline for Applications - Nov. 29
For more information contact
Diana Pruitt at 1882 or
Marilyn Bailey at 1880.
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Senate passes
traffic light bill
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Boards
not yet
set up

By Jay Carey
Managing editor
A bill calling for installation of a
left-turn light at the intersection of
Kit Carson and Park drives was
passed by Student Senate.
At its Tuesday night meeting,
senate also passed a support
resolution relating to academic
bankruptcy and placed a bill on next
week's agenda.
The bill, concerning the
observance of Dr. Martin Luther
King Jr.'s birthday, was brought
before senate last week as a
resolution, but was sent back to
committee.
The act calls for a change in
university policy and must be
presented in the form of a bill.
The traffic light bill requesting
that the university "consult a
contractor on the amount," needed
to install the left-turn light and then
to "allocate the appropriate funds."
was sponsored by Jon Marshall,
elections chairman.
The left-turn light would aid
northbound traffic on Kit Carson
Drive at the intersection of Park
Drive, according to Marshall. Kit
Carson and Park drives intersect
near the Rowlett Building and
Commonwealth Hall.
"You can sit there in the
afternoon for five or six lights
trying to come up this way,"
Marshall said.
Senator Peter Davy said, "I've

By Becky Bottoms
Staff writer

Resident hall judicial boards are
still in the planning stage in most
dorms, according to hall directors
around campus.
Although boards haw been set up
in Commonwealth and IXiproe halls.
other dorms have yet to instate
boards.
^
The purpose of a judicial board is
to have students judge other
students on offenses of dorm
regulations, according to Dave
Holten, assistant dorm director of
Commonwealth Hall and adviser to
the judicial board.
Boards are elected by students
living in the respective residence
hails, said Holten.
Commonwealth Hall has not
heard cases yet. but has met to have
"mock cases," said Holten.
"We want the board to know
what to expect," he said
Holten said his judicial board
plans to have real cases before them
sometime after Thanksgiving.
Mike Kiroch, a junior from
Sarasota. Fla . and member of
Commonwealth Hall's judicial
board, said he believed judicial
boards were a good idea because
students could relate better to other
students.
"Decisions made by a J-board will
have a greater effect because
student peers have more influence
on students than someone with
delegated power." Kiroch said.
Cases put before the board are
usually violations of open house
laws or cooking rules.
Holten said the judicial boards >
can see any case unless it does not involve expelling the student as
punishment
According to Kiroch. most
students would rather be judged by
their peers. He said he believes
judicial boards tend not to be as
harsh on students.
Steve Parsons, a senior from
Evarts, is a member of Dupree
Hall's judicial board. According to
him, Dupree, Hall's judicial board
has been in operation since last
spring.
"We're averaging about two cases
a week," said Parsons. This judicial
board meets every Sunday at 10
p.m. to hear cases, according to
Parsons.
"Most of the cases we've heard to
this date are violations of quiet
hours and open house rules," he
said.
"I'm the student adviser here.
Whenever someone breaks a rule, a
copy of the complaint is sent to me
and I help counsel the offender,"
; <id Parsons.
He also said this helps insure the
student is getting a fair trial.
Of the students he has helped
counsel, Parson said about 99
percent have come out of the case
with a positive attitude about
judicial boards.
Parsons said students found in
violation of a rule can be given
different sanctions for punishment.
"We're able to revoke open-house
privileges, give social probation or
instate educational probation," said
Parsons.

Marshall said Thomas Lindquist.
director of the Division of Public
Safety, quoted a "roundabout figure
of about 13,000." for installation of
the turn signal.
The resolution dealing with
academic bankruptcy was passed in
support of a proposal submitted to
the Council on Academic Affairs by
Dr. David D. Gale. Dean of AUied
Health and Nursing.
According to the resolution,
academic bankruptcy "allows an
undergraduate student who has
been re-admitted to the university,
after an interruption of his/her
college career" to choose not to have
any previous undergraduate work
counted toward the computation of
his or her grade point average.
In other business. Mark Hundley,
finance committee chairman, said
ballots cast by the senate last week
called for the $865 raised by the Fall
Festival to be split in half.
Hundley said one-half of the
money will be given to the
Richmond Hospice and the other
half will be given to an endowment
for a future scholarship.
He said guidelines for the
scholarship have not been
established as of this time.

Co-ed dorm OK'd
(Continued from Page One!

Progress photo/Jamea Havey

Wall talk
This past week's unseasonably warm weather provided the chance to get back outdoors as Chris
Nieto, left, a geology major, and Mike Kenney. a health and physical education major, sit on the
wall in front of the Campbell Building and talk. Both are freshmen from Lexington.

Men denied housing
(Continued from Page One)
She said RHA is currently
exam'ning the issue and she is
expecting legislation before
Christmas.
Steve
Parsons, executive
assistant to Student Senate, said
senate would probably not address
the issue directly.

accounting major from Louisville, is
also still tripled in Keene Hall. He
said he would like to be able to live
in single housing Brockton.

"If a man wanted to live over
there and he is 21. I feel he ought
to be able to live over there,'' said
Snow.
"If I was 21 right now, 1 would
want to live over there. 1 feel it's
"If Student Senate tried to do discrimination," he said
anything in that area, we would be
Snow said the private bathroom
stepping out of their jurisdiction,"
and kitchen were particularly
he said.
attractive elements of Brockton's
single housing.
"There's kind of been a
gentleman's agreement that senate
Ken Keams. Student Association
would deal with matters of general president, said he understands why
concerns and RHA would represent only women were allowed in single
students in matters dealing with the housing Brockton in 1981.
specifically with the residence
"I believe the policy at the time
halls," said Parsons.
was correct," said the senior
Chris Snow, 18, a sophomore political science major. "There is

such a great discrepancy now that
maybe that policy should be reexamined."
"I personally wouldn't want to
live in Brockton," said Kearns, who
lived in Keene Hall until this year
when he moved off campus.
"I'd prefer Keene Hall and air
conditioning to Brockton," said
Kearns.
On the other hand. Brenda Simon,
a senior nursing msjor from
Springfield, Ohio, said she liked
living in single housing Brockton,
although she was still tripled.
"I think it's unfair that the guys
have to be tripled," said Simon.
If the administration is
"concerned about the guys and girls
living together, then they could put
the guys on one end and the girls on
the other," she said.
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been going to this school for years
and I've never been held up there."
"One of this bill's great assests is
that it will protect the students,"
said Senator Steve Parsons.
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"I am in opposition to the policy.
Not appliances, but microwaves. I
was concerned about the effect of all
the microwaves," Hunt said.
After the meeting, King said she
thought Hunt's points should have
been brought to the RHA long
before the regents meeting.
"My man concern is that if
students have concerns, where were
they in the beginning when it hit the
front page of The Progress? Why
didn't they bring their concerns to
us then instead of waiting until
now?" King said.
The board also accepted the
resignation of William Sexton, 55,
vice president of Administrative
Affairs. Sexton will retire December
1985. Sexton came to the university
in 1967.
According to Dr. Doug Whitlock,
executive assistant to university
President H. Hanly Fixiderburk, no
decision has been made on whether
or not to continue the position.
The
board
approved
Funderburk's recommendation for a
1 percent nonrecurring pay
adjustment
for
continuing
permanent faculty and staff.
To be eligible for the 1 percent
adjustment, employees must have
been on the payroll as of February
22. 1985. be eligible for a pay
increase in 1986-1986 and be on the
payroll as of December 13, 1985.
The cost of the pay adjustment is
$326,000.
The board also approved a sick
leave policy for faculty and
professional staff approved by
Faculty Senate on Oct. 28. 1986.
"The university, for some
considerable period of time, has
provided a sick leave policy for the
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COUPON

classified staff, but not for the
faculty and professional staff,"
Funderburk said.
The proposal recommends that an
optional, short-term disability
policy be made available to faculty
and professional staff With the
establishment of this policy, the
availability of short-term disability
insurance and sabbatical leaves for
rest and restoration of health will be
discontinued
In other action, the board:
•Recommended that $125,000 be
approved for a project to maintain
university
buildings.
The
recommendation came from
Funderburk.
"Certain of the university's
buildings are in need of major
maintenance to prevent facility
damage resulting from aged, leaking
roofs as well as to correct other
internal and external deficiencies,"
Funderburk said;
•Passed proposals to suspend the
Horticulture Therapy option as a
part of the bachelor's degree
program in the horticulture area
major;
•Suspended the bachelor's degree
program in Manual Arts Therapy;
•Suspended four options as a part
of the associate of science degree in
Recreation and Park Leadership.
Those options include Recreation
Programming,
Therapeutic
Recreation, Commercial Recreation
and Park Maintenance, and
•Passed proposals to change the
names of the Department of Health
Record Science to Department of
Medical Record Science; Health
Record Technology Program to
Medical Record Technology
Program, and Health Record
Administration Program to Medical
Record Administration Program.
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